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METEOROLOGY
BOOK I -- Lecture 1
Aristotle's intent in this book .

Enumeration of ground previously covere d

in preceding books, and yet to be covered in subsequent books .
1. Just as in natural things nothing is perfect so long as it is in potency ,
but is perfect absolutely only when it is in ultimate act, and just as, when i t
is midway between pure potency and pure act, it is perfect in a qualified sens e
but yet not absolutely so too with science . Now the science which one has o f
a thing only in a universal way is not science complete according to ultimat e
act, but is midway between pure potency and ultimate act . For someone who know s
something in a universal way, does indeed know something in act of the thing s
that are included in its proper notion ; but he who thus knows in a universa l
way, knows they ,other things, not actually, but in potency only . For example ,
one who knows man only accordingly as he is animal, thus knows in act only a
part of the definition of man, namely, the genus ; but the differences constitu tive of the species he does not yet know in act but potentially only . Conse quently, it
plain that the completion of science requires that one not sto p
at what is common but go on to the species (individuals not falling under th e
consideration of art, since of them there is not intellectual understanding bu t
sense knowledge) .

is

2. For this reason, since Aristotle in the book, On Generation, has determine d
concerning the transmutation of elements in common, it was necessary, for th e
completion of natural science, to determine concerning the species of transmuta tions that affect the elements . And he determines concerning these in thi s
book, entitled Meteorology .
It is his intention, therefore, in this book to determine concerning the .
transmutations that occur with respect to the elements, according to their sev eral species . And in order to indicate his intention he presents an introduc tion, in which he does three things :
First, he enumerates the things already treated in the books of natural
science that precede this book, at 3 ;
Secondly, he shows what is to be treated in this book, at 4;
Thirdly, he shows what remains to be discussed in books that follow, at 9 .
3. Three books precede the present one, according to order, in natural science .
Hence he does three things [1] .
First, he states what was treated in the book of Physics . As to the firs t
two books, it is question of the causes of nature . This he alludes to, con cluding- from what has been determined in the books preceding [The Meteorology ] .
when he says : "We have already spoken about the first causes of nature," mean
ing by "first causes of nature," the first principles, which are matter, for m
and privation, as well as the four genera of causes, namely, matter, form ,
agent and end . In the subsequent books of the Physics the discussion is o f
motion in general ; hence he adds, "and of every natural motion . "
The second book of natural science is the book, On The Heavens, in the firs t
part of which, i .e ., in its first two books, the discussion is about the heave n
and the stars, which are moved with circular motion . This he alludes to when
he says : "We have also discussed the superior movement of the well-appointed
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6. Secondly [4], he enumerates the things which take place under the foregoing ;
namely, all things that are posited as phenomena common to air and water -- fo r
they are produced from aqueous matter in the region of air, when vapors ar e
changed into water .
7. Thirdly [5], he enumerates what takes place in the lowest region and says :
"We must also talk about the parts of the earth," such as east, west, north ,
south, "and about its kinds," for example, that some earth is hot and sandy, an d
some cold and compact, "and about the properties of the parts" of the earth, fo r
example, that some are sulphurous, some stony or in some way broken up . "Fro m
this knowledge" of the earth "we shall consider all the causes of "spirits, "
i .e ., winds, that differ according to the difference of the earth . Likewise ,
"of earthquakes," the causes of which are attributed to the different type o f
earth, "and of all things that take place according to the motions of these, "
i .e ., of winds and earthquakes . In these matters we cannot explain everythin g
perfectly and according to certitude, but shall let some things remain doubt ful, giving reasons for both sides ; but in others we shall to some degree reac h
the truth .
8. Fourthly [6], he enumerates the things which descend from on high as th e
result of winds . He says, therefore, that we shall also give an account of th e
falling of thunderbolts, and of whirlwinds (called "siphons") and of the burn ings that accompany such whirlwinds, and of other circular phenomena that occu r
from congealing and are properties of those bodies, namely, the elements . He
says this because whirlwinds are generated from compacted matter set rotating ,
and many other like things happen to whirlwinds as a result of matter compacte d
and set in circular motion . Or this could refer to the rainbow and halo (i .e . ,
the corona surrounding the sun and moon and stars) which result from rays re bounding from thick matter .
9. Then at [7] he mentions what remains to be treated in the books to follo w
and says that after we shall have finished with these matters enumerated above ,
we shall to the best of our ability, according to the method employed in earlie r
books (i .e ., not by merely reciting others' opinions, but by inquiring int o
causes, speculate about animals and plants, both in a universal way and accord ing to the individual species . And that will be almost the end of the natura l
science which we chose to discuss from the beginning . He says "almost," becaus e
not all natural things can be known by man .
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Lecture

2

Principles of the natural changes to be considered in this book .
Their relations to each other .
10. Having completed an\introduction, in which the Philosopher has revealed hi s
intention, he now begins to show his proposition . And this is divided into tw o
parts :
In the first he restates facts necessary for knowing the principles of th e
transmutations to be treated in this book, at 11 ;
In the second part he begins to treat of them (L . 3) .
About the first he does two things :
First, he enumerates the principles of these transmutations and their dif ference from one another, at 11 ;
Secondly, he shows how they are related to one another in causing, at 12 .
11. He says therefore first [8] that it has been previously determined both i n
the book, On the Heavens, and in the book, On Generation, that among the othe r
corporeal principles that are principles of other bodies there is one which i s
the principle of those bodies from which is constituted the nature of the bodie s
circularly moved, i .e ., of spheres and stars . This principle, out of which al l
such bodies are formed, he calls the "fifth essence ." The other principles, o f
the lower bodies, are four in number, because of the primary tangible qualities ,
which are the principles of acting and of being acted upon . These are the hot ,
cold, moist and dry, of which there are but four possible combinations : for the
water, and
hot and dry is fire, the hot and moist is air, the cold and moist
the cold and dry is earth (that something should be hot and cold, or moist an d
dry, is impossible) .

is

Of these four bodies there are two motions : one is upward from the middl e
[center] of the world, and this is the motion of light things, namely, fire an d
air ; the other is to the middle [center], and this is the motion of heavy things ,
namely, earth and water . Accordingly, bodily motions are threefold : namely, t o
the middle for heavy bodies ; from the middle for light bodies ; and about the
middle for the heavenly bodies, which are neither heavy nor light .
But notice should be taken of the differences in light and heavy . For ther e
is something which is absolutely light, namely, fire, which is above all th e
others ; there is something which is absolutely heavy, namely, earth, which i s
under all the others . But the other two are in a certain respect heavy an d
light -- for air is light in relation to earth and water, but heavy in relatio n
to fire ; water, on the other hand, is light with respect to earth, but heavy wit h
respect to air and fire . Consequently, these two are proportional to the othe r
two that are extremes, i .e ., as air is nearer to fire, so water is nearer t o
earth . Thus it is plain that the universe around the earth consists of fou r
bodies . This is the world chose passions -- which are the various transmuta tions found in the elements -- we must consider in this book .
12. Then [9] he shows how the aforesaid principles are related to one anothe r
in causing . And he says that it is necessary for the lower world to consist o f
the four elements thus in continuity with the "upper movements," i .e ., with th e
bodies circularly moved (by "continuous" he here means "contiguous," in th e
sense that nothing lies between them) . The reason why this is necessary is not
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only because no empty place can exist (hence bodies must be contiguous t o
bodies), but also because the end requires it -- the end being that the whol e
power of the lower world be governed by the superior bodies, and this would no t
be, unless they touched -- for a bodily agent must touch the thing acted upon an d
moved by it .
13. That the lower world is ruled and moved by the superior bodies he prove s
with two arguments . The first is this : The movent cause, i .e ., the originative
principle of motion, is necessarily the first cause . (This is to be understoo d
in its relation to the formal and material cause . For matter is acted upon b y
the agent, which is by nature prior to the patient . The form, too, is an effec t
of the movent, which educes matter from potency to act . But the end is prior t o
the agent, because it moves the agent . Yet it is not always prior in the orde r
of existence, but [sometimes] only in the order of intention .) Now it is plain
that in the sphere of natural things the heavenly body is the first cause, an d
this is proved from its incorruptibility and nobility . Consequently, the heavenly body, with respect to these lower bodies, must be the originative cause o f
motion .
14. At [10] he gives the second argument, which is this : The motion of the
heavenly body is perpetual . This is apparent from the very disposition o f
place : for in the case of a straight line, one arrives at an end in act, namely ,
the terminus of the line, but in the case of a circle, one does not arrive at a n
end . He says, therefore, that circular motion does not have an end according t o
place . And lest anyone conclude from this that circular motion is imperfect, o n
the same ground that a straight motion is imperfect before reaching its end, h e
adds that a circular motion is always at an end -- for any point you designate o n
a circle is both a beginning and an end, and circular motion is as perfect at an y
sector as a straight motion is at its end . Therefore it is plain, from the ver y
disposition of place, that, to heavenly motions, perpetuity is congruent .
The motions of lower bodies, on the other hand, cannot be perpetual, becaus e
such bodies are moved with rectilinear motions, and a rectilinear motion remain s
one and continuous only according to the measure of the rectilinear magnitud e
along which the motion passes, and a reflected motion is not continuous, as wa s
proved in Physics VIII . Hence, since all the lower bodies are a finite distanc e
from one another, and no such body is infinite, as was proved in Physics III an d
in On the Heavens I, their motions must be finite and not perpetual . What i s
perpetual and always, consequently, is the movent of those things which are no t
always . Wherefore the lower elements, namely, fire and earth and the other s
which are "syngeneous," i .e ., congenerable, with them, namely, air and water, an d
those things which are composed out of them, must be reckoned the causes of th e
things occurring in the lower world, "in the line of matter," i .e ., after th e
manner of the material cause, because that is the way we speak of a subject an d
a patient being a cause of things . But their cause in the sense of "origin ative source of motion," i .e ., their cause after the manner of movent cause ,
must be "sustained," i .e ., held, to be that power which belongs to the "alway s
moved," i .e ., to the heavenly bodies, which are always in motion -- for what i s
always in motion is compared to what is not forever in motion as agent is com pared to patient .
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Lecture
Mutual transformation of the elements .

Presence above of the heavenly body .

15. Having identified which are the active principles and which the material
principles of the passions which he intends to treat, he now begins to determine
concerning them . And this is divided into two parts :
In the first he determines concerning the particular transmutations of th e
elements, whereby they are transmuted according to themselves, at 15 ;
Secondly, he determines about their transmutations accordingly as they ente r
into composition to form a mixture, in Book IV .
The first part is divided into two parts :
In the first he determines concerning the transmutations or passions o f
the elements which occur on high ;
In the second, about those which occur below,•gind this in Book II .
The first part is divided into three parts :
In the first he declares what his intention is ;
In the second he states certain preliminaries necessary for determinin g
what is to follow, at 16 ;
In the third he begins to determine concerning his main proposition (L .6) .
He says therefore first [11] that we must speak of the "image of the milk, "
i .e ., of the appearance of the milky circle, and of comets and of all other lik e
things which are "syngeneous," i .e ., generable along with them ; but in doing s o
we shall [first] recall the positions laid down by us in the earlier books an d
the determinations already determined therein, so that we may, when necessary ,
use them to manifest the proposition .
16. Then [12] he sets forth certain things needed for what is to follow . About
this he does two things :
First, he premises something pertaining to the mutual transmutation of th e
elements, at 16 ;
Secondly, he speaks of the arrangement of the elements in the world, with
special emphasis on air, at 17 .
He says therefore first [12] that fire and air and water and earth are produce d
from one another (even though Empedocles thought the contrary) . And he restate s
this as proved in On Generation II . The reason for this which he assigns i s
that each element exists potentially in another, and that things so related ca n
be generated one from the other . He assigns a further reason, which is tha t
they all have the same common first matter which underlies each of them and int o
which, as into an ultimate, they are all resolved : for all things whose matte r
is one and common to all are so related that any one is potentially in any
other -- as, for example, a knife is potentially in a nail, and a nail potenti ally in a knife, because they have a common matter, iron .
17. Then [13] he inquires into the order of the elements and into the case o f
air in particular . About this he does three things :
First he raises the question and says that our first problem is about the
body called "air," as to what nature it has in the world surrounding the earth :
i .e ., is the whole air, and, if not, how it is related to the other elements?
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Secondly [14], he proposes certain evident facts about the order of the ele ments . The first fact concerns the earth, and it is that we are not entirel y
ignorant of the size of the earth in comparison to the surrounding magnitudes ,
namely, those of the heavenly bodies and of the other elements . For it is al ready plain from the considerations of astronomers that the earth is muc h
smaller than certain stars, and that it is but the size of a point in comparison
to the outermost sphere .
The second fact he proposes is about water [15] and he says that we do no t
observe water to exist by itself and isolated from the body located about the
earth, namely, from the sea and rivers, which we see, and from the bodies o f
water which some have asserted to exist hidden from us in the bowels of th e
earth . For it does not occur to water to be gathered together in this way - since the moistness which is water is contained by some alien terminus .
18 . He further [16] pursues the question he raised earlier, namely, as to what
is the middle between the aforesaid [i .e ., the earth and the farthest stars] .
About this he does two things :
First, he shows [16] that it is not the case that the entire space from the
highest stars to the earth is filled with some one body such as fire or air o r
both, but that above there is an additional body besides these ;
Secondly, he shows how the other bodies are related to that highest body wit h
respect to position (L . 4) .
Regarding the first he proceeds thus . First [16] he says that there is a
problem whether between earth and the farthest stars, which are called "non wandering" and "fixed," we should posit, according to what is proper to nature ,
one body or more than one ; and if more than one, how many, and where are th e
boundaries of their regions ?

lg .

Secondly [17], he repeats something already determined in On the Heavens :
this is the condition, as far as its power is concerned, of the first element ,
namely, the celestial body ; and that that entire world which is "about the uppe r
motions," i .e ., which is moved with a circular motion, is filled with that bod y
-- for all the heavenly bodies pertain to the nature of that first element . And
since the philosophers supposed the contrary, he therefore, lest his opinio n
appear novel, adds that not only did he have this opinion, but it was also a n
ancient opinion of earlier men . For the body which is called "aether," and
which we call the "heaven," has an ancient name .
But Anaxagoras seems to have supposed that it means the same as "fire" -- fo r
he took the word "aether" not to mean "always running," i .e ., to be in continuous motion, but he derives it from aethein, which is "to burn," because he be lieved the superior bodies to be filled with fire . And although in this h e
spoke ill, nevertheless he was right in supposing the name "aether" to befit a
corporeal potency over and above those bodies . For all the ancients are seen t o
have believed, and decided, that the name "aether" should be given to the bod y
which always "runs," i .e ., is always in motion, and which is a certain "divine, "
i .e ., perpetual, something according to its nature . This they did as if tha t
body were like no body that exists around us . Nor should it seem strange i f
this opinion, which we appeared to have adopted for the first time, was already
held by the ancients . For we hold that the same opinions re-appear among me n
after dying out through neglect of study, not twice or thrice only, but an in finitude of times . Now he says this in keeping with his opinion that the worl d
and human generation have been going on from eternity, as indicated in previous
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books . This being supposed, it is also plain that certain opinions and art s
have begun from certain definite times ; and thus it is necessary to say tha t
these were in turn frequently, nay, an infinitude of times, destroyed by wars o r
other corrupting factors and again rediscovered .
20. Thirdly [18], he shows that the circularly moved body is not any of th e
lower bodies . About this he does three things :
First, he shows this with respect to fire ;
Secondly, with respect to air, at 21 ;
Thirdly, with respect to both, at 22 .

[l8]

it should be kept in mind that some have though t
With respect to the first
only the "carried" [moved] heavenly bodies, i .e ., the sun, moon and stars, t o
have a fiery nature, and whatever exists between them to be of the nature o f
air ; some on the other hand supposed the entire system to be of the nature o f
fire, as Anaxagoras said .
He says therefore that those who posited not only the moving bodies to b e
pure fire, but also the whole that surrounds them (i .e ., all the spheres), an d
that which intervenes between earth and the stars to be air, i .e ., from the
earth to the moon's orb, and that whatever is above is all of it fire -- whoever ,
I say, claim this, would, were they to consider the facts which have now bee n
sufficiently proved by the mathematicians concerning the sizes of bodies, prob ably give up this childish opinion . Only a simple and unschooled person woul d
believe that the stars are small in size just because they appear small to u s
looking at them from afar .
This matter has been already discussed in the previous reasonings, i .e ., in
On the Heavens II ; but we shall once more destroy the aforesaid position wit h
the same argument . For, since the bodies of the stars and spheres are immeas urably greater than the size of the earth and of the things near the earth, then ,
if not only the bodies of the stars were of fire, but all the area between the m
were full of fire, every one of the elements would have long since been annihil ated by virtue of the preponderance of fire over it .
21. Then [19] he shows the same thing with respect to both . About this he doe s
two things :
First, he gives the reason, at 22 ;
Secondly, he excludes a certain cavilling objection, at 23 .
He says therefore first [20] that the due proportion among the elements is no t
kept, if the entire space between the earth and the outermost heaven is full o f
two elements, namely, fire and air . For the bulk of the earth, in which th e
whole quantity of water is also contained, is as no part at all compared to th e
total size of the bodies surrounding it, since, according to astronomers, eve n
if compared only to the outermost sphere, it is as a mere point . But we se e
that when, as a result of separation or rarefaction, air comes to be from water ,
or fire from air, there is not such an immense excess in size . Now it is necess ary, if the due proportion prevailing among the elements is to be preserved ,
that this small quantity of water maintain the same "reason," i .e ., proportion ,
to the air made from it, as is maintained between the whole of water and th e
whole of air . In other words, the extent to which the quantity of air exceed s
the quantity of water from which it is made must be proportional to the exten t
that all the air in the world exceeds all the water in the world .
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23 . Then [21] he refutes a certain cavilling objection and says that it i s
nothing against our position if someone should maintain, according to the opin ion of Enpedocles, that the elements are not generated from one another . For
it is necessary, according to his opinion, that the elements be proportionall y
equal in power . Consequently, proportionate equality of power must be kept i n
the sizes of the elements if they are not generated one from the other, jus t
as if they are .
Then he summarizes [22] what has been said, and concludes that it is plai n
from the foregoing that neither does air fill the intermediate place between th e
earth and the highest stars, nor does fire ; but, in addition to these two elements, there must be above them a heavenly body which is none of the lowe r
elements .
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Lecture
Three questions .

4

The first, on the order of the elements, is solved .

24. After showing that neither fire nor air is the heavenly body called "firs t
element" or "first body," he now intends to show how fire and air are related t o
that first body . Concerning this he does two things :
First, he raises this question, and two others necessary for his proposition ,
at 24 ;
Secondly, he answers them, at 26 .
The first is divided into three parts, according to the three questions raised :
The second begins at 25 ;
The third at 26 .
He says therefore first [23] that after the above considerations there remain s
to be examined the relation of air and of fire to the first body, namely, th e
heavenly body, since it has been shown that it is something other than they .
25. Then [24] he places the second question, namely, as to what cause is du e
the fact that from the upper stars heat is produced in the regions surroundin g
earth . This question, too, takes its rise from the foregoing considerations .
For it seems to be according to nature that like should generate like : if ,
therefore, the heavenly body is not hot -- for it is neither fire nor air, a s
was shown above -- then there remains the problem of how heat can be caused b y
the heavenly body in these lower bodies .
26. Then [25] he raises the third problem which also arises from the foregoing .
For he had said previously that we must inquire how the nature of air in th e
universe is to be taken, and this for the reason that many of the things con cerning which he is about to determine are generated in the air . He says there fore that, as we laid down above, we must first speak of air ; then we shall have
to discuss the other two questions proposed .
Hence he immediately begins to raise the difficulty on the nature of air .
For it has been shown in On Generation II that water is produced from air an d
conversely . Thus, since the rains are generated from the condensings of th e
clouds, this is air being converted into water . He asks, therefore, if wate r
comes to be from air, and air from water, why is it that, in the upper regio n
of air, clouds are not condensed [thickened] to generate water ?
And he gives a reason to show that such a thing should happen . For it i s
plain that condensation of clouds is due to coldness, for just as heat cause s
things to rarify, so cold causes things to condense . Now it seems that a plac e
should be colder the farther it is from earth, because in such a place the tw o
causes of heating are lacking . One of these causes is proximity to the star s
that cause heat ; and this is referred to when he says that the upper region o f
air isnot close enough to the stars which are hot, namely, as to effect, t o
allow the heat cf the stars to prevent the thickening of clouds . The other caus e
of heat is solar rays bouncing back from the ea" .!-J.; this cause he refers to whe n
he says that neither is that region of upper ai= pier the rays "refracted, "
i .e ., reverberated, from the earth, which rays prevent clouds from gatherin g
close to the earth, inasmuch as their heat breaks down the consistency of th e
vapors . That this second cause does not prevent congregation he shows through a
sign . For it is plain that the comings together of clouds occur where the ray s
reflected from the earth have already lost their power to heat through bein g
immeasurably dispersed and are thus far distant from the rays that strike th e
earth ; hence the cause of heat is not multiplied .
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This last statement becomes plain if we keep in mind the fact that the rays
coming from the sun to the earth are what cause heat . When a ray which come s
from the sun to earth is reflected, there is now produced another ray as though
moving upwards from the earth . The closer these two rays are to each other, th e
greater the heat produced, because the powers of both rays, i .e ., that of the
incident ray and that of the reflected ray, act on the same part of the air .
Consequently, where a ray of the sun strikes the earth at a right angle, there a
maximum of heat is produced, because the ray is reflected into the same direction ; when a ray falling on some placee~4g~t ikes at an angle less than a righ t
angle, the heat is by that much less,° c fepercussion takes place according t o
similar angles, a reflected ray, because of the wideness of the angle, is
greatly distant from the ray which first falls . It is plain that the farther
two lines containing an angle proceed, the greater becomes the distance betwee n
them . Hence, the farther one moves from the earth, where reflexion takes place ,
the farther the aforesaid two rays grow distant from each other, and there i s
less heat . Therefore, due to the immense separation of the aforesaid rays from
one another in the upper region, the heat ceases, and clouds are formed there on
account of the cold . And this what he says : "Gatherings of clouds are produce d
where the rays now cease because of immeasurable scatterings ." Consequently ,
both causes that could prevent forming of clouds are absent in the upper region
of air, as has been said . But since, notwithstanding this, clouds do not for m
there, it is necessary to spy either that water cannot be formed from just any
air, or, if all air is alike so far as being convertible into water is concerned ,
this air near the earth must not only be air, but as a vapor, and for this reason
be gathered to generate water, while the upper air, which is pure air, cannot b e
condensed into water . But this cannot be : for if the totality of air near th e
earth, since it is such a great amount, is vapor, then it is seen to follow tha t
the nature of air and of water would far exceed the other elements . Because th e
higher distances, between the stars, are filled with some body (for there is n o
such thing as a void, as was proved in Physics IV, and they cannot be filled wit h
fire, for this would result in everything's drying up, as was proved above, consequently they must be filled with air, while the region near the earth i s
filled with water . But this air is vaporous, for vapor is a certain "disjoinin g
of water," i .e ., rarefied water .
Then, having presented the three questions, he adds, as though summarizing ,
that the problems concerning the aforesaid have been raised in this manner .
27 . Then at [26] he solves the questions proposed :
First, the question about the order of the elements ;
Secondly, the one about generation of clouds (L . 5) ;
Thirdly, the one about heat produced in lower bodies by the stars (L .

5) .

Regarding the first he does three things . First, he repeats what has been sai d
about the nature of the first body and says that for an understanding both of
the matters now in question and of matters to be stated later, we must stat e
decisively that the highest body as far as the moon is other than fire and air ,
as has already been proved, and that there is in that highest body something
more pure, and something less pure or sincere, without implying that there i s
present any composition or mixture of an extraneous nature . Rather "more pure "
implies more noble, more virtuous, more formal . Hence it admits of difference s
both in power and in nobility . This difference is especially evident where i t
ceases at the air and the lower world surrounding the earth, for in the moon
there appear defects of light, and, when it is full, certain dark areas appear .
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28 . Secondly, at [27] he shows what effect the higher body has upon the lowe r
ones . And he says that by means of the "first element," i .e ., the heaven ,
circularly moved, and the bodies moved in it, namely, sun and stars, that par t
of thelower world nearest to it, dispersed or rarefied, as it were, by the mo tion of the superior body, becomes inflamed and heat is produced . And he give s
the reason, saying that to understand this we must go back to the beginning .
For the entire bodily nature that exists under the circularly moved body i s
as a certain matter which is in potency to heat, cold, dryness, and wetness, an d
to the other passions and forms that result therefrom ; and because matter is re duced to act by the first agent, bodily nature also becomes actually such an d
such by the fact that it participates in the motion, or does not participate bu t
remains immobile, from the heavenly body, which we have previously declared t o
be the cause and originative principle of the motion in these lower bodies .
This does not mean that the lower bodies receive such passions from the superio r
bodies, as it were, incidentally, and not according to nature, as when wate r
becomes heated by fire ; rather, the very nature or form according to which the y
are naturally hot or cold is received more principally from the superior bod y
than from their generator, for the first principle of generation is the heavenl y
body .
28 bis . Thirdly [28] he shows the order of the elements . For if heat origin ates in these lower bodies through participation in motion, and if, on the othe r
hand, cold is due to distance from the heavenly motion, then, of necessity ,
that which is coldest and heaviest, namely, water and earth, is more remove d
from the heavenly motion and exists in the middle, as the earth does, or abou t
the middle, as water does . Or else he says, "around the middle," because th e
middle, being indivisible, cannot be the place of a body, but rather, earth an d
water are "around the middle," i .e ., the center of the world -- for the cente r
of the earth is in the center of the whole . "Around these," namely, earth an d
water, and "had to these," i .e ., ordered in sequence after them, are air, an d
what is commonly called fire, in which [two] heat abounds .
He explains his statement that the fourth element, i .e ., the one locate d
above air, is not strictly called "fire ." For "fire" signifies an excess o f
heat and is, as it were, a certain intensity and igniting . In the same way ,
ice is not an element but a certain superabundance of coldness producing con gealed water . Now that to which fire is related in the way that ice is relate d
to water has no name ; so we call it by the name of fire . It is as though wate r
should have no name and we should call the element of water, "ice . "
But we must understand that in regard to that whole body we call "air," on e
part, the part nearest the earth, is as though hot and moist on account o f
vapor, and exhalation from the earth . For the elements are arranged in a man ner that befits their nature ; therefore, beeause air is naturally hot and moist ,
it is disposed to receive vapor from the earth to preserve its heat and moisture .
But that- part of the body commonly called "air" which is higher, is hot and dry ;
and this upper part we call the element "fire ." In this way the name "air" i s
common to two elements .
And because he had spoken about vapor and exhalation from the earth, h e
shows the difference between them and says that the nature of vapor is to b e
moist and hot, whereas the nature of an exhalation is to be hot and dry . As a
result, vapor is, on account of its moistness, in potency to water ; but an ex halation, on account of its dryness is, as it were, in potency to be ignited .
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The remaining two questions solved .
29. Having solved the question about the order of the elements, he now solve s
the one about the thickenings which produce clouds . And he gives two solutions ,
the first of which he derives from the foregoing [29J, saying that the cause wh y
clouds are not formed together in the upper region of the air must be considere d
to be the fact that this upper region, which is commonly called "air," is no t
only air but is something more akin to fire, as has been said . But becaus e
clouds are not formed even much below this region, it was necessary to presen t
another solution .
30. Hence he presents a second solution [30] and says that nothing prevent s
the air's motion in its circuit from inhibiting the gathering of clouds in th e
upper region ; for it is necessary that all the air on the circumference of th e
earth flow with a circular motion . But he does not include in that flow th e
air trapped inside the "defined periphery," i .e ., the circumference, namely ,
air enclosed within the parts of the earth, thus making a perfect sphere b y
virtue of the air enclosed between the parts . Therefore that air exceeding th e
height of all mountains flows in an orbit, while the air contained below th e
heights of the mountains is prevented from this flowing, blocked by the immov able parts of the earth .
This is the reason why winds seem now to be generated "in stagnant areas o f
the earth," i .e ., in air which is trapped between the parts of the earth, a s
though constituting pools of still air . For if the air where winds are bor n
were moved circularly, it would be necessary that all winds accompany it alon g
its circular orbit ; but now we observe that winds blow out of diverse regions .
And because winds are born not in the flowing air, but in the still air, the y
never exceed the high mountains ; for it is said by the ancients that, when sac rifices were made on the loftiest mountains, the ashes, a year later would b e
found still in the same place intact . The fact that winds are not generate d
there is a sign, too, that clouds are not condensed into rain there . But why the
air above the mountains flows he explains by saying that the reason it flow s
along in its course is that it is drawn along by the circling of the heaven ;
for fire is "continuous," i .e ., contiguous, with the heavenly body, and air wit h
fire .
Therefore, because the upper air flows along, its motion prevents its bein g
gathered into water, for movement rarefies things and prevents coalescence . But
whenever a portion of that air condenses in some way,something denser is carrie d
along in some way by some constrained motion, it will be carried downward, i .e . ,
to the place of the air close to the earth ; and if anything warm was in it, i t
would be carried upward . And the other part of that air, which did not becom e
heavy, would be carried upward along with the exhaled fire . And so, while, o f
those things which are resolved out of earth and water, something remains in th e
region of air, and something is carried upward where fire is, one place contin ues to be filled with air and another filled with fire ; but not in such a way
that the same air and fire always remain incorrupt in number . What happens is ,
rather, that, as one portion of air or fire corrupts or is violently expelle d
toward the earth, another portion is always generated and rises upward from th e
earth and from the water . In this way, although there is always air in the re gion of air, and fire in the region of fire, yet there is always a continual
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turnover as a result of continuous generation and corruption . An analogy of thi s
is seen in a flowing stream, in which there is always water, yet not the sam e
numerical water, but as some flows on, other flows into its place .
31. Then [31] he summarizes and says : "So much for what we have to say about th e
fact that in the upper region of air clouds do not form and no thickening o f
vapors into water takes place ; and also about how we must think of the regio n
between the highest star and the earth, i .e ., as to what sort of body it i s
filled with .
32. Then [32] he solves the third question . About this he does two things :
First, he states his intention and says that, as to the heat produced i n
these lower bodies by the sun, it would be more suitable to discuss this form ally and "diligently," i .e ., perfectly, among the matters to be discussed in th e
books dealing with sense ; for "hot is a certain passion of the senses, bein g
the object of the sense of touch . But the sense and the sensible object ar e
treated in the same science, for they are in a certain way referred to eac h
other . However, since the matter at hand demands it, we must now discuss why i t
is that, though heavenly bodies are not hot as to their nature, yet heat is pro duced by them in these lower bodies .
33.

Secondly [33], he solves the question . And it is divided into two parts :

First, he presents the solution to the question ;
Secondly, he proves what he had presupposed in the question, at 37 .
The first is divided into two parts, according to the two causes assigned ;
The second begins at 36 .
With respect to the first he does three things . First [33] he assigns the
cause on account of which heat is generated in these lower bodies by heavenl y
bodies not themselves hot . And he says that by sense observation we see that
movement, since it can separate and rarefy air, can also inflame it : for rarit y
and combustion go hand in hand, just as do cooling and thickening ; and on thi s
account, things borne along, such as arrows, if they include lead and wax, ar e
often seen to melt, as though motion were making them hot . Hence it is not inconceivable that the heaven, by its motion, should heat these lower bodies .
34. Secondly [34], he assigns the cause why heat is caused in these lower bod ies more by the motion of the sun than by the motion of some other superio r
body . And he says that the sun by itself suffices to produce a burning heat i n
these lower bodies : for the heat produced from other heavenly bodies is almos t
imperceptible when compared to the heat caused by the sun . The reason for thi s
is that if a motion is to cause vehement heat it must be rapid and close to us .
Now the motions, both of the fixed stars, and of the five wandering stars [plan ets], which are, according to Aristotle, above the sun, namely, Saturn, Jupiter ,
Mars, Venus and Mercury, are indeed rapid, but they are far from us ; on th e
other hand, the motion of the moon, although it is near, is, however, slow . But
the motion of the sun has both, i .e ., speed and nearness, in a manner sufficien t
to cause heat in these lower bodies .
What is said here about the velocity of the sun's motion is to be referre d
to its diurnal motion and not to the proper motions of the stars . For it i s
plain that all the stars complete their diurnal motion during the same perio d
of time : but the closer a heavenly body is to the center, the smaller is the
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circumference of its orbit and the slower is it moved . But with respect t o
proper motions, the moon is moved most rapidly .
35. Thirdly [35] he assigns the cause why heat is generated more by the motio n
of the body of the sun than by the motion of its sphere . And he says that it i s
reasonable for heat to be produced more by the solar body itself . Something aki n
to this can be discerned from what happens where we are [on earth] : for here
also the air close to thick objects being moved along through violence become s
very hot . And it is reasonable that this should happen : because it is especi ally the motion of a solid body that dissolves air ; hence, since the solar bod y
is more solid than the other parts of its sphere, since it is not diaphanous ,
heat is generated more from its motion than from the motion of its sphere .
This, therefore, explains why heat from the sun reaches this place, even thoug h
the sun itself is not hot .
Nor is any obstacle to this cause offered by the presence between us and th e
sun of the moon which cannot become hot ; for although it is not heated by th e
sun, it is nevertheless influenced in a certain manner by the sun, for we ob serve that it is illuminated by the sun . Yet a medium and an extreme are no t
always changed with the same species of change : thus a ray of the sun does no t
ignite a [magnifying] glass filled with water, but the piece of flax place d
beyond .
Also the reason is apparent why, where a shadow is, there is not as much hea t
as in a place where the sun's rays strike : it is because a shadow is caused b y
a body blocking the sun and interrupting the continuing transmutation derivin g
from the sun ; however, the action of the sun does reach the place where a shado w
is by a sort of reflexion .
Nor should it be supposed that the sun's motion, as motion only, causes heat ;
rather, it is in so far as it is the motion of such a body, i .e ., of a body
having in its nature the power to cause heat . For all the forms of the lowe r
bodies are reduced back to the heavenly bodies as to certain principles : that is
why diverse heavenly bodies produce diverse effects in bodily things, not onl y
so far as heat is considered, but as far as other passions and forms are con cerned .
36. Then [36] he presents a proper cause of heat generated from the motion o f
the sun : yet not the universal cause but a particular cause . Hence he say s
that the fire which surrounds the lower parts of the world as a result of a
heavenly body's motion is often violently thrust downwards and scattered throug h
the air : because, as was said above, the upper part of the air and fire have a
flow on account of the motion of the heaven .
37. Then [37] he shows something which the question supposed, namely, tha t
heavenly-bodies are not hot or fiery ; this he does by two signs . The first i s
that in that region we do not see the paths of those stars which seem to b e
falling [i .e ., shooting stars], which are generated by combustion in the lowe r
regions . This would not be the case if heavenly bodies were hot and fiery, be cause, wherever there is a greater and speedier motion, there something i s
ignited more readily .
The second sign is that the sun, which especially seems to be hot, consider ing its effects, is seen to be of a white, and not a fiery, color .
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Shooting stars and meteors -- their cause and difference .
38. Having laid down those things introduced to explain what is to follow, th e
Philosopher begins :
First, to determine concerning things generated on high out of dry matter ;
Secondly, things generated on high from moist matter (L . 14) .
The first is divided into three parts :
In the first he determines about falling stars and things having a lik e
cause ;
In the second about comets (L . 9) ;
In the third about the milky circle called the "galaxy" (L . 12) .
About the first he does two things :
First, he determines about falling stars and other similar things ;
Secondly, about certain other apparitions seen in the air (L . 8) .
About the first he does two things :
First, he states his intention [38] and says that, having determine d
the foregoing, we must explain the cause of the appearance in the heaven o f
burning flames and of shooting stars and of so-called dali, i .e . , torches, an d
aeges, i.e . , goats . They will be discussed at one and the same time, becaus e
they are all alike in kind and produced by the same cause, and differ only i n
degree, as will be clear below .
39.

Secondly [39], he determines his proposition, about which he does two things :

First, he states the causes generating the aforesaid, and says that th e
principle, both active and passive, of the aforesaid phenomena and of man y
others is what he will indicate . For when the earth has been warmed by the
sun's motion, a certain exhalation is necessarily released from the earth . This
is not of one sort, as some think, but is twofold : one is more vaporous an d
moist, the other more foam-like and dry -- for from the aqueous moisture upo n
the earth's surface there is released and lifted on high a vaporous exhalation
which is moist ; from the earth itself, which is by nature dry, there is raise d
a fume-like or foam-like exhalation . Of these, the foam-like exhalation rise s
above the other on account of warmth which dominates in it and renders it mor e
subtle : for the dry and warm is light -- and fire is of this nature . But th e
vaporous exhalation, which is more moist, finds its place under the foam-like ,
being heavier, for it is not so fine : hot and moist pertain to the nature of th e
air, which is below fire, which is hot and dry .
The very order of the elements surrounding the earth attests to this . For
under the circular motion of the heaven there is first located what is hot an d
dry and which is commonly called "fire," though that is not its proper name, a s
has been said above : for, since the item common to every smoky exhalation ha s
no name, and such is especially apt to burn, consequently, it was necessary t o
use words in keeping, and so such a fume-like evaporation comes to be calle d
"fire ." Under this fume-like exhalation is air . Thus we have posited both th e
effective cause of the aforesaid passions, which is the sun's movement, and th e
material cause, namely, the fume-like exhalation .
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40. Secondly [40], he determines concerning the generation of the aforesai d
passions . About this he does two things :
First, he assigns the cause of their generation ;
Secondly, the reason why certain things accompany them, at 47 .
About the first he does three things :
First, he gives the cause of the aforesaid passions in common ;
Secondly, their mutual differences, at 41 ;
Thirdly, he raises a question concerning what he has determined (L . 7) .
He says therefore first [40] that, in the light of the foregoing, we must under stand what we have just now called "fire" to be as a certain "fuel," i .e ., a
combustible material, and that it is situated in the sphericity which is abou t
the earth in the last place (beginning, that is, from the earth), Hence, o n
account of its proximity to the heavenly motion it often bursts into flame, be ing heated when only "slightly moved," i .e ., when slightly stirred by the motio n
of the body above it, as happens in the case of smoke, when it is ignited an d
becomes flame : for a flame is nothing but the burning of a dry "spirit," i .e . ,
smoke . Therefore the ignition of the above-mentioned fuel, commonly speaking ,
is responsible for the generation of the aforesaid passions, when matter whic h
is prepared is placed in the proximity of the efficient cause .
41. Then [41] he explains the differences among the aforesaid passions . About
this he does two things :
First he shows what is the basis for the difference . And he says that fro m
whatever source the aforesaid matter is had (regardless of how this "consist ency" is obtained, namely, the aforesaid matter for burning), and when it i s
most perfectly disposed to be ignited, then it is so ignited in such a way b y
heating from the circular motion of the heaven : and the ignited passion varie s
according to the position and amount of the aforesaid matter .
42. Secondly [42], he determines the differences among the aforesaid passions .
And he says that if the aforesaid matter has great width and length, there ap pears to be a certain flame enkindled in the heaven, similar to stubble burnin g
in a field [area] . But if it does not have great width, but only length, the n
"dali," i .e ., torches, and "aeges," i .e ., goats, and shooting stars are gener ated and appear there . For if the aforesaid matter is more in length than i n
width, and when it burns, the fire "scintillates," i .e ., seems to leap and ru n
about like "aeges," i .e ., goats (which happens because not all the matter be gins to be ignited at once but according to certain small sections, beginnin g
from some starting-point in the matter), when, I say, this happens, it is calle d
19aeges," i .e ., a goat . But when the burning of the aforesaid matter takes plac e
without the aforesaid passion, i .e ., without scintillation, because the entir e
material is ignited at once, then it is called a "dalus," i .e ., a torch .
However, when the exhalation is not continuous, but frequent, and scattered i n
small areas, and in many ways, both according to length and according to widt h
and even depth, then appear stars that seem to fly, because the material is rap idly consumed and ceased to be where it was previously burning, as happens wit h
fla:;c, if a small amount of it is laid down lengthwise and ignited : for the corn bust-'.on seems to run along and seems similar to the movement of some fiery body .
In Chia vayT, it is therefore plain that the burning flame has most material ; a
medium amount what are called "torches" and "goats," and least for shootin g
st ars, which accounts for their rather frequent occurrence .
43, But because shooting stars have an additional cause of their generation, h e
~<ictcs that sometimes an exhalation ignited by the sun's movement generates them ,
but sometimes, too, when cold causes air to thicken, that which is hot within ,
being thickened, is forced out downward and is separated from the cold ; thi s
causes the thickened mass to ignite and a falling star is seen . That is also wh y
the motion of stars falling in that way is not assimilated to a burning, bu t
rather to a projecting .
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Solution of problems concerning shooting stars .
44. Because he assigned two causes for the generation of shooting stars, h e
now raises a certain problem about them . With respect to this he does tw o
things :
First, he raises the problem [43] which is this : whether the trajectory o f
shooting stars is the same as when the smoke-like exhalation of a lower candl e
is set afire by the flame of a higher candle or light (for in such a case th e
fire is seen to travel downward with marvelous speed and there appears to b e
the projection of one and the same fire instead of fire igniting in two distinc t
bodies) ; or whether the truth is that the trajectories of falling-stars are th e
projections of some same falling body .
45.

Secondly [45], he solves this problem . Concerning it he does two things;.

First, he says that the trajectories of falling stars seem to be due to bot h
causes . For sometimes such a trajectory results from the continuous enkindlin g
of matter, as was said of the smoke from lamps ; but sometimes certain ignite d
substances are projected out as the result of being expelled by a higher cold ness, much like a cherry pit squeezed out by one's fingers . Hence they are see n
falling into the earth and sea, during the day as well as the night, when th e
sky is clear . He says, "during the day" and not at night only, because unles s
such a falling fire approached the earth through movement, it would not be vis ible during the day . Likewise he says, "when the sky is clear," because when
is cloudy, such fire would be snuffed out by the humidity of the clouds and air .
But although those things expelled are on fire, and should, it would seem, o n
that account have to be light and therefore ascend, they are nevertheless cas t
downwards, because the condensation of cold driving them inclines them down wards . This is the reason why thunderbolts fall downwards even though ignited :
for the generation of all things falling in this way is due, not to their bein g
set afire by something hot which ignites them, but to their being detached b y
something cold which expels them -- since by nature everything hot is born e
aloft .

is

46. Secondly [45], he explains the difference between the trajectories of th e
stars arising from these two causes . And he says that whatever shooting star s
are generated more in the highest region, these are caused by the combustion o f
an exhalation ; but the ones generated farther down are caused by the moiste r
exhalation "mixing together," i .e ., condensing and cooling . For this moist ex halation, now concentrated and inclining downwards, pushes and, as it were ,
thrusts downward the hot element, together with some condensed matter .
1;7 . Then C46] he explains certain phenomena accompanying these events . About
this he does two things :
first, he explains the reason for the type of motion of such falling stars ;
Secondly, he determines the place where they are generated, at 48 .
He says therefore first that, depending on the different position of the exhala tion with respect to the sides or depth [i .e ., top or bottom], the falling sta r
Wi .Ll be moved differently -- either above or below, or to the side, of its poin t
cf ejection by the cold . For if the condensed cold matter which does the
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ejecting has come together above, the falling star is moved downward by th e
expulsion ; but if the matter has collected below, then it is moved upward ; i f
it comes together in neither place, then its [the star's] motion is sideways ,
as though obliquely or along the diameter . And this often happens : for th e
ejected hot mass is moved with two motions : by nature, as hot, it is moved up wards ; but through the violence of the ejection, it is moved downwards . But
all such things, whose motions are so combined, are moved "according to th e
diameter," i .e ., obliquely, since such a motion is as though a mean betwee n
ascent and descent . As a result the motion of falling stars is most ofte n
oblique .
Then he summarizes what has been set Borth and says that the material caus e
of ali-the foregoing is an exhalation ; but the movent cause is twofold : fo r
sometimes it-is the movement of a higher body, sometimes it is the condensin g
of air thickened by coldness, and subsequently forcing out the hot .
48 . Then [47] he determines the place where the aforesaid are produced and say s
that they are all produced below the moon . A sign of this is that they appea r
to us to be moving very rapidly, as do things we project, such as arrows an d
the like, which, for being close to us, seem to be travelling faster than th e
stars and sun and moon -- although it is plain that, in truth, the higher bodie s
are moved much faster than anything here .
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Cause of other phenomena appearing at night, and of certain that do not .
49. After assigning the cause of the conflagrations that are seen being move d
in the air, the Philosopher here assigns the cause of certain other things tha t
appear at night . About this he does two things :
First, he enumerates the things whose causes he intends to assign and say s
that sometimes at night, when it is clear, "phantoms," i .e ., apparitions, are
visible in the heaven : for instance, "crevices," i .e ., gashes, as though the
sky were open, and "bothyni," i .e ., chasms, as though deep breaches, and als o
"blood-red colors . "
50. Secondly, he assigns the causes of these things . About this he does two
things :
First, he gives the cause of their appearance, at 50 ;
Secondly, why many other things occur that are not visible, at

52 .

About the first he does two things :
First, he assigns the cause of the colors ;
Secondly, the cause of the crevices and chasms, at

51 .

He says therefore first [49] that the causes of these apparitions and of th e
conflagrations discussed earlier are the same . For since it is plain that th e
upper air (which he earlier called "fuel") is so disposed as to be able to b e
ignited, so that sometimes a flame appears to burn, and sometimes it is ignite d
to give the appearance of moving torches and stars, it is not strange (sinc e
many varieties of ignitings occur in the air) that the upper air should appea r
colored with every variety of color .
For there are two ways in which air somewhat thickened comes to represen t
all varieties of colors : one way is when a feeble light, which is not enough t o
illuminate fully, shines through smoke or thick vapor ; another way is when
light is reflected off somewhat thickened air . From these two causes especi ally, there appears in the air a crimson and purple color, i .e ., reddish an d
sub-red -- for these colors appear especially when things fiery and white ar e
mixed with black .
Such a mixture can occur as a result of the two above-mentioned causes :
namely, by "superapposition" (described above as a feeble light shining throug h
something fairly thick -- as when the sun and the moon and other stars appea r
crimson when they rise and set, and as though sub-red when their light is no t
perfect) . But I say this, if heat is present : because when it is cold, vapor s
are condensed and obscure the light of rising and setting stars more, so tha t
it cannot get through ; but when it is hot, the exhalations are finer and per mit the light of the stars to pass through . Likewise, if the stars are see n
through smoke, they have this color .
This mixture can also be produced by the other cause mentioned : namely, re fraction, when the object from which the light is refracted (he here calls thi s
object a "mirror"), whether it be a water-soaked cloud or something other o f
the same sort, is of such a nature as to reveal color but not shape . He wil l
explain this, when it is question of the rainbow .
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Then he explains why these colors quickly disappear and do not last long :
it is because the cause of their appearance is "rapid,," i .e ., quickly passe s
-- for air does not maintain a given state very long, and becomes thick or fin e
very easily . ,
51. Then [50] he assigns the cause of "crevices" and "chasms" and says that
when light visible in air is interrupted by something dark, due to thicke r
vapor than usual, depths and openings seem to exist in the heaven . A sign o f
this is that, when the vapor which interrupts the light becomes thicker still ,
fiery torches emerge or fall from these "crevices," as though something hot
were ejected by the coldness which thickens the vapor . But when that dar k
vapor which interrupts the light becomes still more condensed and thick, i t
causes a greater depth to appear, because the white is overcome by black ; when
the situation is just the opposite, then only a crevice or opening appears .
It is plain, therefore, that both apparitions, i .e ., that of colors and tha t
of crevices, have a like cause, namely, black and white mixing together : but
the purple or crimson color results from white shining through something black ,
whereas the crevices and chasms result from something black screening the white .
52. Then [51] he shows that many things of this sort occur but are not visible . And he says that white joined with black produces many varieties o f
color, as appears with flame in smoke, which produces various colors dependin g
on whether the smoke is thick or fine . But by day the sun's brightness pre vents thes e/ colors from being seen : at night, however, only red appears, becaus e
the other colors, such as green and other darker colors, are on account of thei r
darkness like the color of night .
Finally, he sums up what has been determined and says [52] that these mus t
be taken as the causes of shooting-stars and fire-stars and like apparition s
"that make hasty appearances," i,e ., that are seen to pass by without lastin g
very long .
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The opinions of others concerning comets .
53. After determining concerning falling stars and the like, the Philosophe r
now determines about comets .
First, he states his intention [53] and says that we must speak now of com ets and the milky circle, observing with respect to each the following order :
first, we shall present the "doubts," i .e ., the objections to what others hav e
said, and then we shall state what we think .
Secondly [54], he pursues his proposition in the order stated .
First, therefore, he presents what others thought of comets ;
Secondly, he determines about them according to his own opinion (L . 11) .
The first is divided into two parts :
In the first he-presents the opinions ;
In the second he disproves them (L . 10) .
The first is divided into three parts according to the three opinion s
he presents .
54. First therefore [54], he gives the opinion of Anaxagoras and Democritu s
who said that comets are "symphases," i .e ., co-appearances of [planets] th e
wandering stars . These are five in number (namely, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars ,
Venus and Mercury), some of which, as they approach one another seem to touch ,
and there seems to be one star, and "flowing hair" appears [the coma, henc e
"comet"], due to the increase of light .
55. He presents the second opinion [55], which was that of certain Pythagoreans living in Italy who said that a comet is one of the wandering star s
[planets], but that the "phantasy," i .e ., vision, of it occurs only after a
long lapse of time, because it "exceeds," i .e ., departs from the sun only
slightly -- as is the case with the star Mercury, which, because it only slight ly "digresses from," i .e ., moves away from, the sun, frequently does not appear ,
appearing only after a long time, having for a long time not appeared .
56. He presents the third opinion [56], which was that of certain followers o f
Hippocrates, and of Aeschylus, his disciple . This opinion is similar to th e
second in supposing that a comet is one of the wandering stars ; it differs i n
that the second opinion held the wandering star had a tail [coma] of itself ,
whereas this third opinion holds that it does not have a tail of itself, but ,
since it is wandering, sometimes acquires a tail by its position . According t o
this opinion a certain moisture is attracted by the star, and, since they assum e
that vision occurs by a beholder emitting visual rays, they posited that a
visual ray reaches that moisture attracted by the star and is then reflecte d
toward the sun . In this way the attracted vapor acts as a certain fiery mirro r
for the sun (for things are visible in a mirror because of reflection) ; an d
they say that it is thus that the tail is formed .
57. Then he assigns the cause regulating the time of its appearance and say s
that a comet star "appears at greater intervals than the other stars," i .e . ,
is rendered invisible longer than the other stars, because time-wise it i s
very slow in getting clear of the sun, i .e ., only when it has completed its en tire cycle . He calls this "being left behind" : for the wandering stars are
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said to be "left behind" with respect to the first motion, either because the y
are moved in a contrary direction and thus seem to retreat by their own motion ,
or because, as some say, they are moved more slowly than the first heaven whic h
in its diurnal motion revolves everything else . So they said that a comet star
is left behind by the sun to the textent of the whole of its orbit ; and there fore, when it returns to the point where it first began to recede, it appear s
once more and remains in view until it again gets in conjunction with the sun .
They also said that this star moves away from the sun not only according t o
longitude, but also according to latitude, declining to the north and sout h
winds, i .e ., to the north and to the south .
58 . He also assigns the cause regarding the place of this star's appearance .
And he says that this star does not appear in between the two tropics, namely ,
of Cancer and Capricorn ; for the sun travels through that portion of th e
heaven and consumes the moisture, so that in that portion of the heaven thi s
star cannot attract any water . But when it shifts to the south, receding fro m
the sun's course, it finds there an abundance of moisture, because it had no t
been consumed by the sun . But because of the obliquity of the horizon, for u s
who live in the north the part of its parallel circle which is above the eart h
is small, whereas the part below is larger ; consequently, the sun which, at
night, when comets _are visible, is under the earth, is so far from the moistur e
attracted by the star that a man's vision cannot be reflected from the moistur e
to the sun -- whether the sun is near the "tropic," namely, that of Capricorn ,
or whether it is in the "summer turnings," i .e ., in the summer tropic, whic h
is that of Cancer . For no matter where the sun is under the earth, its distanc e
from the contracted vapor is too great for reflection, either from the circl e
or from the latitude of the zodiac . But when that star is left behind by the
sun toward the "boreal" [north wind], i .e ., the north, then it can acquire a
tail -- because there is there much moisture, and the circumference of it s
circle above the horizon is large there, whereas the part below is small .
Consequently it is easy for man's reflected vision to reach the sun .
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Lecture 1 0
Refutation of these opinions .
59. Having presented the opinions, he now disproves them .
First, he declares how they are to be disproved [57] and says that he
intends to present certain facts against all the opinions as a group, and cer tain facts against one or other of them in particular .
Secondly, he disputes against the opinions presented .
First, against the second one, which was that of the Pythagoreans ;
Secondly, against the third, which was Hippocrates', at 61 ;
Thirdly, against the first, which was that of Democritus and Anaxagoras, 64b
60. As to the first [58] he gives two arguments : the first of which is that
all the wandering stars are "left behind," i .e ., move as though being left be hind, as already explained, in the "circle of animals called the "Zodiac" ; o n
the other hand, many'comets are found outside this circle . Therefore, not al l
comets are wandering stars .
The second argument is this : more comets than one have often been seen to gether ; hence a comet is not one of the wandering stars . The first of thes e
arguments is against these opinions together ; the second is specificall y
against the second and third opinions .
61. Then [59] he disproves the opinion of Hippocrates with three arguments .
As to the first of these he says that if a planet has a tail because of th e
reflection of the sight, as Hippocrates said, then it would have occasionall y
to appear without a tail . This is because it does not everywhere have a tail ,
as was said, but only when it is outside the tropics, receding to the nort h
-- for it is plain that it "falls behind" in other places as though recedin g
from the sun ; consequently it must sometimes appear without a tail . But n o
star is seen wandering without a tail other than the above-mentioned five .
But occasionally all five are visible above the horizon at the same time ; and
when all are above the horizon, or some appear above and some are with the sun ,
comets nevertheless appear . Hence it is plain that a comet is not always on e
of the five wandering stars . And there is no other without a tail than thes e
[five] . Therefore a comet is not a wandering star, which on occasion appear s
with a tail -- which would have to be the case, if it did not possess a tail
of itself but from being in some determined place, as they claim .
62. He gives the second argument [60] and says that it is not true to say tha t
a comet occurs only in the region toward the north with the additional observa tion of the sun at the summer tropics [i .e ., summer solstice], as though neare r
to the comet . For the great comet which appeared at the time of the grea t
earthquake and tidal wave in Achaia arose from the western equator ; so it i s
plain that it occurred within the "tropics ." Moreover, many have appeared i n
the south . It is therefore false to say that they occur only toward the north .
63. He gives a third argument [61] and says that in the time of a certai n
Athenian ruler, a comet star was formed when the sun was near the winte r
tropics [solstice], i .e ., near Capricorn and this was in the month of "Gameli on," i .e ., December or January . Now as they themselves admit, it seems imposs ible for such a long reflection from our vision to the sun to occur, considering the distance to the sun then prevailing at night and considering the size
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of the section of the circle below the horizon . Therefore, their claim that a
comet does not appear unless the sun is near the summer tropic [solstice] i s
false .
64. Then [62] he disproves the first opinion with four arguments . The firs t
of these is against all the aforesaid opinions that claim the comets are wan dering stars -- for even certain stars that are not wandering receive a tail .
And this is to be believed not only on the authority of certain Egyptians de voted to mathematics, but Aristotle himself says that he saw one of the star s
in the constellation of the Dog, in the thigh, to be exact, with a tail, al though it was faint : this was evidenced by the fact that when you gazed at i t
intently, the light of the tail grew dim, but when one glanced at the sta r
not too intensely but more moderately, more of the tail's light appeared .
65. In the second argument [63] he says that all the comets that were seen i n
his time disappeared in a region above the horizon "without setting," i .e . ,
without approaching the sun . For stars are said to "set" when they enter int o
the sun's rays ; but the comets of his time disappeared without approaching th e
sun, still being above the horizon far from the sun . And they disappeared as
if gradually wasting away without leaving behind the body of one star or o f
several . For the great star previously described, which was at the time of th e
earthquake in Achaia, in the Athenian archonship of Astius, appeared in winte r
during the evening when it was frosty and clear : on the first day, not th e
star, but only its tail, appeared, as though setting before the sun ; but on th e
second day it was as visible as conditions permitted, because for a short tim e
it remained behind the sun and then immediately set ; but the light of that
comet spread over a third part of the heaven which burst into light not gradu ally but all at once, so that the upward ascent of the light was called th e
comet's path ; it did indeed ascend, receding from the sun toward the star s
called "Orion's belt," where it was dissolved, not by approaching the sun, bu t
by receding farther and farther from it .
This is also an argument against all the foregoing opinions that say a come t
is one or more of the wandering stars . Consequently, it is plain from thi s
argument that what Democritus said in support of his opinion was insufficient .
For he said that when comets dissolved, there sometimes appeared certain re maining stars . This is an insufficient explanation because it devolved on hi m
to prove that stars always, and not just occasionally, remained when comet s
were dissolved -- which has been seen to be false from what has been said .
66. He gives a third argument [64] which is this : Egyptians claim that th e
conjunctions of the planets with one another and with certain fixed stars tak e
place . And he says that he himself saw Jupiter conjoin with a star in Gemin i
and make it invisible . Yet no comet was formed, as should have according t o
the opinion of Democritus and Anaxagoras .
67. The fourth argument [65] is this : Although some stars seem to be large r
and some smaller when compared to one another, yet each considered by itsel f
appears to be as though a point and indivisible . But if they were in ver y
truth indivisible, they could not produce a larger magnitude by merely touchin g
one another, as was proved in Physics VI . Therefore, when they seem to be indivisibles, although they are not, they should not, when in conjunction, see m
larger as far as their apparent size is concerned . Consequently, from the con junction of stars a tail should not be visible as though produced by an in crease of light . (These last two arguments are properly against Democritus '
opinion) . Finally, he summarizes what has been said -- as is had in text [66] .
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Lecture 11
The cause, time and place of the appearance of comets according to Aristotle .
68. After refuting the opinions of others, the Philosopher here begins to giv e
his own opinion on comets .
First, he explains the type of certitude to be sought in this matter [67 ]
and says that with respect to such things, not accessible to sense observation ,
one must not look for a certain and necessary demonstration, as found in math ematics and in phenomena accessible to sense . It is enough to demonstrate wit h
an argument and present a cause, in such a way as to solve the problem wit h
some possible solution from which nothing impossible follows, according to wha t
here appears to sense . Accordingly, this is the method to be employed in th e
present case to obtain a cause .
69. Secondly, according to the aforesaid method he begins to assign a cause o f
the appearance of comets . About this he does two things :
First, he assigns the cause of the appearance of comets, at 70 ;
Secondly, of the place and time of their appearance, at 76 .
The first is divided into two parts :
In the first he gives the cause of the appearance of a comet, at 70 ;
Secondly, he manifests this through a sign, at 75 .
Regarding the first he does two things :
First, he shows that there are two causes of comets appearing, at 70 ;
Secondly, he shows the differences between comets that arise fro m
diverse causes, at 74 .
70. About the first he does three things : First [68], in order to manifest hi s
proposition he re-introduces certain things already stated . And he says that
we must maintain what has been said above to the effect that in the region o f
the lower world surrounding the earth, the first and highest part, below th e
bodies in circular motion, is the exhalation of the hot and dry . We must als o
suppose, as stated above, that this hot-dry exhalation, as well as a large por tion of the air continuous with the fire, are revolved together around th e
earth, under the heavenly sphere, with a circular motion, as though carried an d
drawn along by the turning of the heaven . Thirdly, we must assume that th e
above-mentioned exhalation, thus moved, is frequently ignited in whatever wa y
it happens to be disposed to allow fire to prevail well in it : this being, as
was said, the cause of the shooing of certain stars .
71. Secondly [69], he assigns a cause for the appearance of a comet and say s
that when such an exhalation condenses and when, as a result of the highe r
body's-motion, a source of combustion falls into this exhalation and causes a
flame to burst out in a certain area in such a way that the fire is neithe r
large enough to consume all the material quickly, nor so weak as to quickly di e
out before a conflagration occurs, but such as to last more and for a long time ,
in keeping with the size of the fire and the disposition of the condense d
matter ; and when along with this there continually rises from below an exhala tion well disposed for this type of burning, i .e ., sufficient to keep it burn ing for a long time, then it is that comets are formed . - For the material al ready on fire appears to be a star, while the rest of the exhalation, which i s
not yet completely ignited but on the way to being ignited appears as a tail .
The shape of the exhalation determines the shape that will appear : if the
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exhalation completely surrounds the "star," i .e ., the origin or ignited part ,
there appears, as it were, a circle of tresses [coma], hence it is called
"cometed" ; but if it is disposed along the length of the ignited origin, the n
the exhalation appears as though the beard of the star, and is therefore sai d
to be "pogoniated," i .e ., bearded .
72. Thirdly [70], he explains what was said about a comet by comparison wit h
a falling star . For it was said above that the motion of fire ignited in suc h
material, when it is moved by ejection, seems to be the motion of a star ; sim ilarly, the tarrying or state of rest of the fiery principle in this matte r
seems to be the tarrying or state of rest of a star . He says that a comet sta r
is at rest so as to exclude the motion which appears in falling stars, but no t
so as to exclude the comet's motion as it is revolved along with the heaven .
He will speak of this later . The reason why the above-mentioned principle tar ries is that the material is not consumed at once, owing to the amount and
thickness of the material and to the weakness of the fire, as well as to th e
other material that replaces it, as has been said .
It is as though someone threw a torch or other burning source into a larg e
pile of chaff : the fire does not at once travel as though consuming the chaff ,
but the igniting seems to remain in one area for a long time . From this ex ample properly understood one can see that the shooting of falling stars ha s
a certain likeness to the appearance of a comet . For in shooting stars th e
fire travels quickly along the length on account of the disposition, namely ,
in the fuel, that permits it to be easily burned ; but if the flame were t o
tarry and not pass along by consuming the matter, or if the material were very
dense, so as not to be swiftly consumed, then, as though the intermediate trajectory had been taken away, there would only be the star standing, as is th e
case in the beginning and end of the trajectory .
Such is the comet . Thus we can imagine a comet as though it were a shootin g
star, as such a star is at the beginning and end of its course but with no
shooting motion . He therefore concludes that when the source of its consist ency was "in a lower place," i .e ., under the lunar globe, a comet is said t o
appear by itself, without being accompanied by any star, either wandering o r
fixed .
73. Then [71] he describes another way in which comets appear . And he say s
that when an exhalation is collected under some star, wandering or not wander ing, on account of the motion of that star, then some such star becomes a
comet -- not that the star which appears is a fiery object in the air, as i n
the case cited above, but it is a true star, wandering or not wandering . Its
"coma," however, does not come into existence in the heavenly region where th e
stars are, but under the heaven in the air .
And he gives the example of the "halo," i .e ., of the air which sometimes i s
seen to surround the sun and moon, even though the sun and moon are in motion .
Such _a halo does not exist in the place where the sun and moon exist, thoug h
it accompany the sun and moon, even when the latter are moved . This passion
comes into existence in the air condensed under the course of the sun and moon ,
as will be explained later . Therefore, just as a halo is to the sun and moon ,
so a "coma" is to the fixed stars and wanderers, whenever they appear with a
"coma," which is a certain exhalation farther down, namely, in the upper regio n
of the air, deriving from the motion of those stars . Yet there is this differ ence between a halo and a "coma" : the color of a halo is not in the vapor it self but is something that results from reflection toward a cloud, as will b e
explained later ; but the color associated with a "coma" is properly a color be longing to the fumid exhalations themselves .
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74. Then at [72] he points out the difference between comets as appearing i n
these two ways . And he says that when the accumulation of an exhalation take s
place in relation to a fixed or wandering star, it is necessary that there
clearly appear in the comet the motion which belongs to the star to which th e
"coma" belongs ; but when the comet star is fire existing per se in the ai r
without any of the upper stars, then they seem to lag .
He explains this by the fact that the course of the lower world about th e
earth is such, namely, slower than the heavenly movement -- for although fir e
and a large portion of the air are revolved by the motion of the firmament ,
they nevertheless cannot attain to the speed of the heavenly motion . There fore the burning exhalation existing in the upper region of air is revolve d
along with the air and the fire . Because their motion is slower than that o f
the firmament, therefore the comet existing in the air remains behind the heav enly bodies, which are moving most rapidly . Consequently, from its slownes s
alone, it seems to have a movement contrary to the firmament, just as th e
planets do . Some indeed thought this of the planets -- hence the aforesai d
opinions posited that comets are planets .
But the very fact that a comet is often produced by itself, and this mor e
frequently than in association with any of the "determinate," i .e ., fixed ,
stars which have a fixed and determinate existence in the heaven, shows mos t
plainly that a comet is not a reflexion produced in the exhalation (which h e
calls "hypeccauma" [fuel]) to the star to which the "coma" is attached, as i s
the case with a halo . But if it were as it is with a halo, the reflection o f
our vision would pass from the exhalation to the star, and not to the sun, a s
the followers of Hippocrates claim . But an account of the halo will be give n
later .
75. Then [73] he manifests what he had said, through a sign . And he says tha t
an argument to show that the stuff of comets is fiery, or so far as the fring e
[coma] appears, is that a number of comets is a herald of winds and droughts .
For it is plain that winds and droughts are the result of much dry exhalatio n
being drawn from the earth ; as a result, the air is quite dry and the moistur e
which evaporates from the seas is rarified and dissolved by the abundance o f
hot exhalation ; consequently, vapors are not easily condensed into water ;
rather, winds caused from the dry exhalations are generated . This will become
clearer when winds are discussed . Thus, therefore, when frequent and numerou s
comets appear, which occurs as a result of the abundance of dry exhalation, th e
years are necessarily unusually dry and windy . But when the comets are les s
frequent, and not so large, the years are not notably dry and windy ; yet fre quently there is an excess of wind, either in duration because they last long ,
or in strength, because they blow furiously .
He gives examples . For sometimes a stone dropped into certain rivers fro m
the air during the day, having been lifted by the wind ; and then, that evening ,
a comet was formed . And the same is true of that large comet he referred to .
earlier : it was a dry winter with prevailing north winds, and because of con trary winds a tidal wave resulted and some cities are said to have been de stroyed -- for out on the sea a strong south wind was blowing, but in the bay a
north wind prevailed . Likewise, under the rule of Nicomachus, a certain come t
appeared and then a strong wind blew up in Corinth .
76. Then [74] he assigns the cause for the place and time of a comet's appear ance . And he says that the reason why comets are few and infrequent and occu r
more often outside the "tropics," i .e ., outside the sun's path, than within, i s
that the motion of the sun and stars not only releases the hot exhalations re solved from the earth, but also breaks up any consistency and thickness tha t
might be in them . In this way the cause of a comet's appearing is hindered ex cept in cases when there is a superabundant accumulation of such exhalations ,
which happens rarely . The main reason why comets appear rarely is that most o f
the matter which causes the appearance of comets is accumulated in the regio n
of the milky circle, as will be said later : hence it is rarely that enough ex halation accumulates to account for the appearance both of a comet and of th e
"milky circle ."
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Opinions of others on the Milky War
77. After determining concerning falling stars and comets, the Philosophe r
here determines concerning the milky circle .
First, he states his intention [75] and says that we must talk now of th e
milky circle : the how and why of its appearance and what that milky brightnes s
is . But we shall adhere to that order whereby we first discuss what other s
have said ;
Secondly, he executes his proposition, at 78 .
First he presents the opinions of others, at 78 ;
Secondly, his own opinion (L . 13) .
The first is divided into three parts according to the three opinion s
he cited ;
The second opinion begins at 80 ;
The third at 83 .
78. Regarding the first he does two things . First, he presents the opinion
at [76] and says that some of the philosophers called "Pythagoreans" held tha t
the milky circle is a certain path . But their opinions differed : for some
asserted that it was the path of a certain star that passed through this par t
of the heaven after abandoning its own course when the heavens once went of f
the path -- an event which the fables declare happened under Phaethon . Other s
say that the sun once travelled that path . Consequently, by the motion of the
sun or of a star that area of the heaven was, so to speak, scorched, or affecte d
in such a way that a patch of whiteness now appears there .
79. Secondly [77], he rejects this opinion and says that it is an inconsistency for those who posited this opinion that they did not at the same time se e
that, if the journey of the sun or a star were the cause of this brightness i n
this region of the heaven, such a disposition has much more reason for appearin g
in the circle of the Zodiac than in the milky circle -- for not only the sun ,
but all the wandering stars move through the Zodiac . Now the whole zodiacal
circle is visible to us, at different times, because at night half of it alway s
appears above the earth (for the earth has the status of a point compared to th e
sphere of the fixed stars : hence earth's largeness does not conceal anything i n
the Zodiac from us) ; but although the entire Zodiac is visible to us, no suc h
disposition appears in it, save in the region where it is joined with the milk y
circle .
80. Then [78] he presents the second opinion . First, he recites it and say s
that the followers of Anaxagoras and Democritus declared that the milky bright ness which appears in the heaven is the light of certain stars . For when th e
sun is borne below the earth, they said, the earth's shadow reaches as far a s
the sphere of the fixed stars and covers some of them so that they do not re ceive the sun's rays ; yet it does not cover all of them, because, due to th e
smallness of the earth, its shadow does not cover the entire heaven but only a
small area . For they said that the brightness of the stars faced by the su n
does not appear, because it is prevented from appearing by the sun's rays reach ing them ; consequently, no milky brightness surrounds them . But of the star s
which the sun's rays do not reach, because the earth prevents this, their ow n
light appears, which they identify as the milky brightness .
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81. Secondly [79], he rejects this opinion for two reasons . In presenting th e
first of them he says that what it claims is impossible . For the milky bright ness always appears in the same stars -- the milky circle being seen to be on e
of the largest circles, which divide the sphere in half . But because the su n
does not always remain in the same place in the heaven, other and other star s
must always be being obscured from the sun's rays by the earth's shadow - since the shadow's motion must be imagined as opposite to the sun's course .
Therefore, if the cause of the milky brightness' visibility were the earth' s
shadow blotting out the stars, then as the sun moved, the milky brightnes s
would also have to shift . But this is not seen to happen, because it always ap pears in the same place and in the same stars, as was said . Consequently, the
aforesaid theory is false .
82. He gives the second reason [80] and says that astronomical arguments an d
considerations prove that the sun is larger than earth and that the fixed star s
are much farther from the earth than the sun is, just as the sun is farthe r
from us than the moon is . Now when a shining body is larger than the opaqu e
body whose interposition produces a shadow, the shadow does not increase indef initely, rather it ascends in pyramid form to a cone of a certain quantity whic h
is proportionately less as the shining body is less distant from the opaque one ,
and the more the former's size exceeds the latter's . Hence it is plain that th e
cone of the earth's shadow is not projected very far with respect to the ray s
coming from the sun ; neither does the earth's shadow, which we call "night, "
reach as far as the fixed stars . What has to happen is that the sun has a vie w
of all the fixed stars and that the earth blankets none of them . The reaso n
why it blankets the moon and eclipses it is that the moon is lower than the sun ,
as has been said . Consequently, it is plain that the theory under discussio n
presupposed something false .
83. He presents the third opinion [81], and first he recites it, saying tha t
there is a certain third theory about the milky circle . For some said that th e
milky brightness is due to our vision's being reflected from certain stars t o
the sun ; as a result a brightness appeared around those stars striking ou r
vision, so that they act as a certain mirror for the sun's brilliance, a s
Hippocrates also said when explaining the appearance of comets .
84. Secondly [82], he rejects this theory for two reasons . He sets down the
first of these and says that the above opinion posits something impossible .
And he lays down this proposition : If "everything," i .e ., the entire system ,
namely, the beholder, the mirror, and the object seen by means of the mirror, al l
remain at rest, then of necessity the same part of the "emphaseos," i .e ., of
the form appearing, will appear "on the same sign of the mirror," i .e ., at the
same point at which the reflection of the visual line took place . But if th e
mirror should move, and likewise the object seen by means of the mirror, whil e
the beholder remains at rest, and if the two things in motion always remain a t
thesame distance from the beholder, but with respect to one another are neithe r
moving with equal speeds nor always at the same distance, then under thes e
conditions it is impossible for the same appearance to occur in the same par t
of the mirror . For in practice it makes no difference whether the mirror an d
the thing seen are moving with unequal speeds, or one is in motion and the othe r
at rest ; and if this latter were the case, it is plain that the figure of th e
thing seen would appear now in one spot and now in another spot of the mirror ,
on account of the varying opposition according to position . And I say this, i f
the beholder is at rest : for if the beholder were to move, and the mirror re main at rest, while the object moved, then the figure of the thing seen could
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appear in the same spot on the mirror -- since the beholder's motion coul d
compensate for what was lacking due to the motion of the object seen, if the y
were thus proportionately moved . Hence, when the beholder remains at rest bu t
the mirror and the thing seen are moved at unequal speeds, it is necessary
that the figure not appear at the same spot on the mirror .
But the stars in the milky circle that are assumed to be a mirror, are i n
motion ; moreover, there is motion of the sun, to which a reflection of ou r
vision is assumed to take place'(the sun therefore plays the role of the thin g
seen) ; but we, the beholders, are at rest, because the earth is at rest (fo r
the motion involved by our moving about on the earth makes no perceptible difference with respect to so great a size . Furthermore, the stars in questio n
and the sun are equally moved in relation to us and their distance from us al ways remains the same . This does not mean that our distance from the sun i s
equal to our distance from the stars (for it has been previously said that th e
stars are higher than the sun), but that the sun, by its motion, does not increase or decrease its distance from us . And the same is true of a star . An d
by a "greater or less distance" is to be understood a distance that is significant with respect to the distance between the sun and the stars : we say thi s
because of the smallness of the earth . But in relation to one another, the
sun and the stars are not always equidistant : because "Delphis," i .e ., the constellation of the Dolphin, which is in the milky circle, rises sometimes in th e
middle of the night and sometimes at dawn ; and it is plain that this constellation is farther from the sun when it appears at night than when it appears a t
dawn . But the parts of the milky circle remain forever in the same place - which should not be the case if it were an appearance caused by a reflexion ;
for this brightness would not exist in the same place, as has been shown .
Hence it is plain that the aforesaid theory is false .
85 . He gives the second reason [83] and says that at night the form of th e
milky circle appears in water and other such mirror-like bodies . But it i s
inadmissible to say that in these cases vision is reflected by the water to th e
sun -- in other words, considering the distances involved, it seems most unacceptable that there should be two reflections : one, namely, from the water t o
the milky circle, and another from the milky circle to the sun .
Finally, in summary he concludes that the milky circle is neither the pat h
of any of the planets, as the first opinion held ; nor the light of certai n
stars not regarded by the sun, as the second opinion said ; nor the reverberation of our vision from the stars to the sun, as the third opinion maintained .
And before his time these were the prevailing opinions about the "galaxy "
[Milky Way] .
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Lecture 13
The Milky Wm, according to Aristotle
86. Having rejected the opinion of others about the milky circle, he now pre sents his own opinion . About this he does two things :
First, he recalls previous statements useful for explaining the proposition ;
Secondly, he manifests the proposition, at 88 .
He recalls two things : first, what was previously said about the location o f
the dry exhalation and of its kindling [85] . Hence he says that he wants t o
recall what he previously laid down as a principle . For it has been previousl y
said that everything between earth and the globe of the moon has the commo n
name of "air," while the highest part thereof, although it cannot strictly b e
called "fire" (because fire denotes a superabundance of heat, just as does ic e
with respect to cold), yet that upper part of the air does have the virtue o f
fire, because it is hot and dry -- with the result that, when the air is sep arated by the heavenly motion, a certain consistency of the exhalation alread y
mentioned is collected from the earth and lower air and lifted upward ; and we
say that it is from this that comet stars appear .
87. Secondly [86], he recalls what he previously said concerning one of the
ways that account for the appearance of a comet . And he says that we shoul d
understand in the milky circle something akin to what takes place in comet s
when the comet is not an exhalation borne aloft and ignited, and existing b y
itself apart from any star, but is an apparition deriving from one of th e
fixed or wandering stars, as was said . For in those cases comets appear be cause such elevated exhalations accompany the course of the stars that appea r
as comets ; just as the sun is accompanied by such a collected exhalation, fro m
which, as a result of reflected rays, a halo appears, when the air is dispose d
for such .
88. Then [87] he manifests the proposition, showing what is the cause of th e
appearance of the milky circle . About this he does three things ;
First, he proposes the cause of the appearance of the milky circle ;
Secondly, he introduces a sign to support what he said, at 90 ;
Thirdly, he concludes the proposition, at 92 .
Regarding the first he does two things . First, he shows the cause of the ap pearance of the milky circle [87] and says that what happens with respect t o
the appearance of one star should be understood as happening with respect t o
the entire heaven and its entire course -- because it is reasonable, if the mo tion of one star attracts and carries an exhalation along, that this should b e
all the more true of the motion of all the stars, and especially in that regio n
of the heaven where there appears a very large collection of stars, greates t
both in number and size .
89. Secondly [88], he shows the cause why it is in that determinate part of th e
heaven that the brightness of the milky circle appears . And he says that th e
circle of the animals, called the "Zodiac," dissolves the accumulated mass o f
the above-mentioned exhalation, because of the fact that the sun and the othe r
planets are moved through the Zodiac . This also explains why, for the mos t
part, comets do not appear in the Zodiac, but outside the tropics, as was said .
Moreover, this also is the cause why no fringe [coma] appears around the su n
and moon : namely, because the motions of the sun and moon separate the exhala tion (which we have said to cause the appearance of a comet and of the milky
circle) faster than it can accumulate to cause these appearances . But that
circle in which a milky brightness appears to us observers is both one of the
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greatest circles (for it divides the sphere in half), and is so located that i n
both directions it far exceeds both the tropic circles, namely, the winter an d
the summer one, even though it is intersected by the Zodiac . Moreover, thi s
place of that circle is filled with bright stars so numerous and thick tha t
they are called "sporadic," i .e ., sowed in the heaven (this can be observe d
with the naked eye) ; as a result, an exhalation is always gathered together i n
such an area of the heaven, since, namely, there is in this region of th e
heaven stellar virtue powerful enough to attract the exhalation, and no vehe ment cause impeding its accumulating, as happens in the zodiacal circle . Accordingly, the exhalation accumulated in that region of the heaven causes a
milky brightness to be seen there, just as the exhalation accompanying a sta r
makes a fringe appear .
90. Then [89] he shows what he has said with a sign, and says that a sign o f
the foregoing is that in the milky circle one of its semicircles is double d
and has more light . The reason for this is that in that semicircle there ar e
more stars there and closer together than in the other semicircle, as thoug h
there were no other cause of the visible brightness than the movements of a
great many clustered stars . For if a brightness appears in that circle in whic h
there are more stars, and if more brightness appears in that section in whic h
the stars are more numerous and closer together, it is reasonable that it i s
the multitude of stars that causes this appearance .
What was said of the circle itself, and of the stars existing in it, can b e
seen from the diagram -- since the astronomers have drawn charts of the whol e
sphere and of the constellations in it .
91. Then he explains why the stars in the milky circle are called "sporadic, "
i .e ., scattered like seeds : it is because they are scattered through that re gion of the heaven in such a way that they do not allow being grouped unde r
some figure as do the stars existing in other regions of the heaven, sinc e
each of them does not have a fixed position so that they could be reduced int o
the likeness of some figure . This is plain to anyone looking at the heaven :
because it is only in this circle that the areas between the major stars ar e
filled with certain small stars ; while in other regions of the heaven stars ar e
manifestly lacking, so that the intervening spaces appear empty of stars .
92. Then [90] he concludes his intention from the foregoing . And he says tha t
if the cause assigned above of the comet's appearance is accepted as plausibl e
(because it involves no manifest inconsistencies), the same should be accorde d
this explanation of the milky circle : because what, in the case of comets, i s
a fringe about one star, is here a corresponding passion affecting some on e
circle . Thus, the milky clarity, if one were, so to speak, to define it, woul d
be, as the milky way, nothing other than a fringe [coma] of the same greates t
circle, appearing in the heaven on account of the "separating," i .e ., the lift ing from the earth, of an exhalation concentrated in that area . And therefore ,
as was already stated, many comets are not produced and they do not appear fre quently, since such a gathering of the exhalation elevated from the earth i s
drawn up in accord with each revolution and brought together mostly in the re gion of the milky circle, in such a way that no surplus exhalation is left ove r
from the milky circle which could be material suitable for the appearance of a
comet .
93. Finally he sums up what has been said [91] and says that we have spoken o f
the things that take place in the earth-environing world, which is subject ,
namely, to generation and corruption, as to that region which is "continuous, "
i .e ., contiguous, to the heavenly movements : of the shooting of stars and o f
the burning flame and of comets and the milky circle, because such passions ap pear in that upper region .
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Lecture 14
The causes in general of phenomena generated by the moist exhalation in
the lower part of the air . Of rain, dew and frost .
94. After determining concerning phenomena caused from the hot exhalatio n
lifted to the highest place of the air, the Philosopher here determines abou t
phenomena caused from the moist exhalation .
First, about phenomena caused above the earth from the moist exhalation ;
Secondly, about those caused on the earth from the moist exhalation (L . 16) .
95. Regarding the first he does two things : first, he shows what his intention
concerns [92] and says that we must now discuss the things which come to be i n
the region which, going downwards, is the second after the uppermost region o f
the air (where the phenomena already discussed take place), but which, goin g
upward, is first, i .e ., the region immediately around the earth : this region i s
the lower region of air . It is the region common both to water and to air ;
because in it air exists according to the natural order of the elements, an d
water is generated there from vapors borne aloft . Hence not only is it commo n
to water and air, but also to the phenomena attending the generation of tha t
water and air . These generations take place on high, when water is resolve d
into vapors (which pertain to the nature of air) and vapors are gathered int o
water . He also indicates the method for determining these matters and say s
that we should first take the common principles and causes of all these thing s
that happen .
96. Secondly [93] he determines the proposition .
First, he posits what pertains commonly to the cause of all passions o f
this kind ;
Secondly, he determines concerning each of them separately, showin g
wherein they differ, at 101 .
About the first he does three things : first, he sets down the efficient
cause of these passions [93] and says that all these passions have as thei r
cause, in the sense of the movent, and primary, and first principle, the circl e
of the Zodiac in which the sun clearly moves, which both separates the vapors ,
by resolving them from earth, and unites them by its absence : for when coldness increases in the air on account of the sun's absence, clouds are condense d
into water . Accordingly he adds that from its being at one time near us, an d
at another time away from us, the sun is the cause of generation and corrup tion . It gets near us, when by its own motion it approaches the norther n
signs ; it is moved away from us, when it tarries in the southern signs .
97. Secondly [94], he shows the material cause of these passions and say s
that, since the earth is at rest in the center, the aqueous humor surroundin g
it is, both through the agency of the sun's rays and through other heat fro m
the higher bodies, resolved into vapor and, being thus refined by the virtue o f
the heat, borne aloft .
98. Thirdly [95], he shows the way in which the things under discussion ar e
generated . About this he does three things : first, he states in general the
way these passions are generated and says that the vapor borne aloft by th e
power of the heat is abandoned by the heat which bore it aloft . This happens
in two ways : in one way by the fact that the finer and warmer elements in th e
vapor are raised higher still, to the upper region of the dry exhalation --
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consequently, the portion of vapor left behind remains cold ; in another way b y
the fact that the heat in the vapor is quenched by having been lifted far fro m
the earth, in the air above the earth where heat is feeble on account of th e
rays reflected from the earth being scattered far apart, as was stated above .
Therefore, when the heat which warmed and elevated the moist vapor runs out ,
this vapor returns to its nature, with the coldness of the region condensin g
it ; thus it becomes cool,-and after being cooled, it is thickened, and onc e
thickened, it falls to earth .
99. Secondly [96] he shows what intermediates are involved in these transmutations . In the first transmutation, in which water is subtilized and raised up ,
the intermediate is vapor : for the very exhalation resolved from the water i s
called "vapor," which is intermediate between air and water . In that trans mutation in which air is condensed into water, the medium is a cloud, which i s
a step toward the generation of water . But when the cloud is condensed int o
water, that which is left over in the cloud, i .e ., whatever could not be con densed into water, is called the fog of mist . That is why mist is more a sig n
of clear than of rainy weather : for mist is, as it were, a "barren" cloud, i .e . ,
devoid of rain, which is the natural effect of a cloud . However it sometime s
happens that mist is carried up along with the vaporous exhalations before the y
are perfectly condensed into a cloud -- and then mist can be a sign of rain .
100. Thirdly C97], he shows how the above-mentioned transmutations bear an
analogy to the first movent cause, i .e ., to the circling of the sun . For a
certain circling is discernible in the above-mentioned transmutations, as wate r
is refined into vapors which are condensed into clouds, and the clouds int o
water, which falls to earth . He says therefore that this circular transmutatio n
imitates the circular movement of the sun -- for the sun is changed to divers e
parts of the heaven (for example, to the north and to the south) ; and that cycl e
is completed in the fact that vapors ascend upwards and descend downwards . But
we should understand this flow of ascending and descending vapors as a certai n
circular stream common to air and water : for the resolving of water into vapo r
pertains to the air, while the condensing of clouds into water pertains to th e
water . When, therefore, the sun is near, this river of vapors flows upward ;
when the sun is away, it flows downward ; and this goes on without interruptio n
in the order described . From this he concludes that perhaps the ancients, i n
speaking of Oceanus as a certain river surrounding the earth, were crypticall y
speaking of this river, which, as was said, flows circularly around the earth .
101. Then at [98] he discusses the foregoing passions in detail, by pointing
out their mutual differences . And it is divided into two parts :
In the first he determines about the generation of those phenomena whos e
cause is quite plain ;
In the second about the generation of hail, concerning which there is great er difficulty (L . 15) .
102. About the first he does two things : first, he determines about rain [98]
and says that when watery moisture is elevated through the power of heat and i s
again brought down on account of cooling, different names, based on varyin g
characteristics, are given to these passions of air . For when the vapors con densed into water in small parts fall, then they are called "psecades," i .e . ,
drops, as occasionally happens, when small drops fall ; but when the drops of a
larger size generated from the vapors fall, this is called "rain ."
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103. Secondly [99], he determines about dew and frost . First, he determine s
the manner in which they are generated . And he says that they arise from th e
fact that, when the sun is above the earth in daytime, something evaporate s
from the watery moisture because of the sun's heat, but this evaporation i s
not suspended or raised very high above the earth, for the simple reason tha t
the "fire," i .e ., the heat raising this vapor, is slight in comparison with th e
watery moisture elevated . Consequently, when the air cools at night, the vapo r
elevated during the day condenses and falls to earth and is called "dew" o r
"frost ." The approach and departure of the sun in its diurnal course has th e
same relation to the generation of dew and frost as, in the generation of rain ,
its proper motion has according as it approaches and departs in summer an d
winter .
104. Secondly [100], he points out their difference and says that frost occur s
when the vapor is frozen before it is condensed into water : for this reason i t
occurs in winter and in "wintry," i .e ., frigid, places . But dew occurs whe n
the vapor is thickened into water and there is neither enough heat to dry ou t
the vapor that has been raised, nor enough cold for the vapor to freeze . Henc e
dew must occur either during warm seasons or in warm places : because dew occurs
always in temperate times or temperate places, but frost in times and place s
that are colder, as has been said . For since vapor is warmer than water (be cause some of the heat raising it is still in it) more cold is needed to freez e
vapor than to freeze water : as a result, frost never occurs except where ther e
is much cold .
105. Then [101] he shows the conditions of disposed air under which dew an d
frost occur .
First, he shows this generally as to both, at 105 ;
Secondly, specially for dew, at 107 .
About the first he does two things :
First, he shows what he is proposing, at 105 ;
Secondly, he gives a sign of the aforesaid, at 106 .
He says therefore first [101], that both dew and frost occur when the air i s
clear, without clouds and rain, and calm, without wind . Because if it is no t
clear, vapors cannot be lifted up during the day due to the lack of sufficien t
heat : if it is not calm, but windy, the vapors could not be condensed to for m
dew -- for the wind, in agitating the air, prevents the vapors from massin g
together .
106. Then [102] he gives a sign to support what he posited earlier about generation of dew and frost . And he says that a sign of the fact that dew an d
frost are caused by the fact that vapor is not lifted far above the earth i s
that frost does not appear on mountains, whereas it would seem that, on accoun t
of the cold there present, it should appear there even more . There are tw o
reasons for this : First, because the vapor from which dew and frost are gener ated is:.- raised from low, moist, places, from which many vapors are generate d
and lifted up : hence the heat which elevates them, bearing, as it were, a bur den too much for its power, cannot raise them to a very great height ; hence ,
while still near the lowest places, the heat leaves the vapors, and dew an d
frost fall . That is why frost cannot form on high mountains . The second cause
is that, as previously stated, the upper air above the mountains flows along ,
as though carried by the course of the heaven ; and therefore, by its flowin g
it dissolves such gatherings of vapor that cause dew and frost . Now, more mo tion is needed for scattering large amounts of vaporous matter than smal l
amounts : but the matter of rain and snow coalesces in large amounts, whereas
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the matter of dew and frost is, absolutely speaking, small, although it i s
large in relation to the small amount of heat elevating it : hence neither rain
nor dew nor frost fall on the highest mountains, because of the greater flow
of air ; but on mountains that are not so lofty, rain and snow, but no dew o r
frost, fall, because of the lesser flow of air .
107. Then [103] he shows under what circumstances dew in particular occurs .
About this he does three things : first, he proposes a truth and says that de w
forms in all places with south winds that are not strong enough to preven t
vapors from gathering . It does not form with the blowing of the north win d
except in the region of Pontus, which is very cold : there the opposite take s
place, for dew forms there with northerly weather but not with southerly
weather .
108. Secondly [104], he assigns the cause of what generally happens and say s
that the cause of this is akin to what has been said : namely, that dew form s
in temperate times but not in "winter," i .e ., in very cold times . And he shows
the point of similarity : the south wind brings mildness, but the north win d
winter and cold, for it is a cold wind ; and therefore, because of the "winter, "
i .e ., because of the coldness, the warmth is extinguished from exhalations ,
and, as a result, the vapors cannot be elevated for dew to be formed .
109. Thirdly [105], he assigns the cause of what happens in Pontus . The
reason is that, because of the great cold there, the south wind is unable t o
produce sufficient mildness for vapors to be elevated : therefore no dew forms
there during the time of the south wind . But the north wind, because of it s
coldness, collects the warm matter existing in damp places, "making a kind o f
anti-surrounding," i .e ., by surrounding the warm matter with a certain contra riety -- for when cold matter surrounds warm matter, if the former cannot com pletely quench the latter, it concentrates it . Thus, by the concentration o f
the hot, its effect is strengthened -- and, as a result, more vapor is resolved .
This occurs not only in Pontus but is frequently observed in other places :
wells evaporate more with a north wind than with a south wind, because of th e
heat trapped in them by the surrounding cold . However, in other places the
coldness of the north wind quenches the vapor's heat before any can be concen trated in amounts large enough to generate dew ; but when there are south winds ,
they do not impede the accumulation of vapors needed for generating dew . Even
in Pontus there are times when, because of the north wind, the heat of th e
vapors is quenched and, therefore, do not rise ; but sometimes, because of th e
greatness of the cold, much warmth is enclosed within the earth and a larg e
amount of vaporous exhalation forms, in such a way that, for a brief time, i t
resists the air's coldness, but only long enough for an amount sufficient fo r
the generation of dew to be accumulated .
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Lecture 15
On the place of the generation of hail and snow .
110. After determining about the generation of rain, dew and frost, th e
Philosopher here begins to determine about the formation of hail . About thi s
he does three things :
First, he shows where hail is generated ;
Secondly, he enumerates certain phenomena accompanying hail that raise a
difficulty about its formation, at 111 ;
Thirdly, he assigns the cause of its generation, at 115 .
He says therefore first [106], that although vapor freezes in this lower ai r
near the earth, yet water does not coagulate here to form hail as it coagulate s
in the region of the clouds . For three bodies condensed by cold come from tha t
region : namely, rain water, snow and hail . But in the case of two of thes e
bodies, certain proportionate things take place in the lower region near th e
earth, and which are generated from the same causes, but differ from rain an d
snow according to more and less, depending, namely, on whether they are produce d
more quickly or more slowly, and on largeness and smallness [of amount] .
For snow and frost are proportionately the same, and likewise rain and dew :
they differ according to abundance and scarcity . For rain comes to be from th e
cooling of an abundance of vapor -- the cause of this abundance being a larg e
and spacious region and a long time in which the vapor is being united and col lected, and also a large place from which it is collected . For, since rains
are generated on high, vapors collect there from many regions . Dew, on the
other hand, has little vapor, because the time is short during which it is col lected (for the consistency of that vapor is "ephemeral," i .e ., of a singl e
day), and the region is small in which it is collected, for it is collecte d
close to the earth -- and this becomes plain fro ggy the fact that the generating
of dew is swift and its amount is small . And as it is with dew and rain, s o
with snow and frost : for when an entire cloud is frozen, snow comes to be ; but
when some small vapor near the earth freezes, frost comes to be . Therefore ,
both of them are a sign of cold weather or of a cold region -- for, since som e
heat still abides in both the vapor and the cloud, they would not freeze, un less there were present a vast coldness overwhelming that heat : there being i n
the cloud still a large residue of the heat which made the watery moistur e
evaporate from the earth, and in the vapor still more . Thus, as rain and snow
come to be in the upper region, so dew and frost in the lower . But although
hail comes to be in the upper region, nothing below corresponds to it : the
reason for this will be plain, when the cause of the generation of hail is ex plained .
111. Then [107] he proposes certain phenomena that occur with respect to hai l
and create a difficulty as to its generation ;
And he proposes two difficulties with respect to generation of hail ;
The second one is mentioned at 112 .
He says therefore first [107], that with respect to the generation of hail w e
must consider the facts which are thought to be reasonable, and not false .
And first he proposes that hail is, as it were, "crystal," i .e ., water solidly
frozen; he further proposes that water freezes especially in winter . But the
contrary is seen to happen : for hailstorms occur mainly in spring and autumn ;
and after this, during the time of fruit, i .e ., in summer and around the onset
of autumn ; but less often in winter, and, in that case, when the cold of winte r
has been less . Generally speaking, hail occurs in more temperate places ; snow
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in colder places and times . From all this it would seem that hail, in which a
larger amount of freezing is involved, ought rather to occur in places an d
times that are cold .
112. Then at [108] he presents a second difficulty, about which he does thre e
things . First, he presents the difficulty and says that it appears inconsist ent that water should freeze on high -- for it cannot freeze before it i s
formed, nor after it is formed, can it remain aloft, since it falls immediately .
Hence it does not appear that there can be time for it to freeze and generat e
hail .
113. Secondly, he gives an apparent solution of this difficulty [109] . For
one could say that the water, separated into minimal parts, remains in the ai r
as though mingled with it, and does not fall at once, but abides in the air .
This is what happens when "psecades" [droplets] fall, about which we spok e
earlier . And a like thing is true of earth in respect to water, which is t o
earth, as air is to water : for often gold or earth float on water because o f
the minuteness of their particles ; but if those particles of earth or gol d
coalesced, they would fall to the bottom of the water . Hence as a result o f
the small particles that abide in the air congregating, large drops are forme d
and, in this way, the drops are brought down . In like manner, one could say
that it is not impossible for water permeating the air to freeze and form hail .
114. Thirdly [110], he rejects this solution and says that what happens t o
occur in droplets does not occur in the case of hail . For bits of frozen
water, if small, could not consolidate to form something large like hailstone s
in the way that the parts of water, as moist, coalesce : for hard objects, suc h
as ice, do not unite the way more moist things do . Hence a quantity of wate r
equal to the size of the hailstone would have had to be hanging above in th e
air without falling : this is evident, for it could not be the size it is afte r
freezing, if it had not been that size before freezing -- since from many small
things cannot be formed many large continua . But that such an amount of wate r
should remain above without falling seems impossible .
115. Then [111] he assigns the cause of the generation of hail .
First, he presents the opinions of others, at 115 ;
Secondly, his own opinion, at 119 .
About the first he does two things : first, he presents the opinions o f
others [111] and says that it seems to some that when a large quantity of hea t
pushed a cloud into the upper region, which is very cold because the rays re flected from the earth do not reach there, the water arriving there is froze n
on account of the region's being cold . And therefore the reason why hail oc curs during the summer and in warm regions is that vast heat greatly pushe s
clouds into the upper region far from earth .
116. Secondly [112] he attacks this position on three scores . First, we se e
that hail does not occur on lofty mountains -- but it should, if hail is forme d
by vapor lifted into very high places, just as we see snow, which is generate d
on high, on lofty mountains .
117. He gives the second argument [113] and says that clouds are often see n
moving with a great noise close to the earth so that some people hearing i t
fall down in terror, as though it augured a great prodigy . At other times ,
when such clouds are seen near the earth without any noise, a great hailstor m
occurs, with hailstones of incredible size and non-round shape . Now, these
phenomena, namely, that the hail is not round in shape and that the stones ar e
large, are due to the fact that the freezing of the hail took place near th e
earth ; consequently its fall is of short duration -- for if it had fallen a
long time, the size of the hail would have been reduced and the shape rounded,
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because the descending motion would especially have dissolved the angle d
edges cleaving the air very strongly and offering it greater resistance .
Therefore, it is not true that hail is generated very far from the earth .
118. He gives the third argument [1143 and says that it is necessary that th e
size of the hail be due to the vigor of the cause freezing it : because hail i s
something congealed after the manner of crystal, as everyone can see . But the
size of hail is greater when the stones are not round ; from which it can be
concluded that hailstones which are not round have vigorous cause of thei r
freezing . But the very fact that the stone is not round is a sign that i t
froze close to the earth ; because if the stones came from a great distance ,
their surface would have been worn down all over because of motion from a distance, and thus they would be round in shape and smaller in size . Hence h e
concludes that the freezing of hail is not due to vapors being pushed up int o
a highest cold region far from the earth .
119.

Then [115] he assigns the cause of the generation of hail .

First, he excludes one difficulty raised earlier ;
Secondly, he excludes another one, at 120 .
He says therefore first [115] that from frequent experience we observe that th e
hot and the cold being contrary surround each other and cause gathering . And
this is evident in the case of the earth . For in the hot weather the interio r
of the earth is cold, due to the fact that the heat of the air surround s
earth's coldness ; hence it congregates together within . On the other hand ,
when it is cold, the interior of the earth is warm, because the cold enclose s
inside the warmth which was in the earth . That is why in summer the water fro m
fountains is cool but warm in winter . The same thing must be supposed to tak e
place in the upper region also . Therefore, when the weather is warm, the cold ,
shut in by the contrariety of the warmth surrounding, acts with greater forc e
-- as a result, the coldness sometimes can form water very quickly from a
cloud . And, for this reason, much larger drops are formed on hot days than i n
winter, and the rains are '"labroterae," i .e ., more violent . The size and violence are due to the fact that a whole sheet of rain descends very suddenly ,
which is due to the rapidity of condensation .
Therefore, what happens is the very contrary of Anaxagoras' theory, whic h
held that this happens when the vapor, from which rain forms, rises into ai r
which is very cold ; but we, on the contrary, maintain that this happens whe n
the vapor descends into warm air -- and so much the more so according as th e
warmth is greater . Therefore, from the hot which surrounds and gathers to gether the cold, are due the large drops and the violence of the rain . But
when the cold is still more gathered together as a result of being surrounde d
by an external warmth, not only are the clouds condensed into water suddenl y
but what is more, the water is frozen by the vehement power of the trappe d
coldness : then hail is formed . From this is plain the solution to the first
difficulty : namely, why is water congealed into hail in warm weather more tha n
in winter ?
120. Then
things :

[1163 he solves the second difficulty . About this he does thre e

First, he solves the difficulty ;
Secondly, he gives an explanation for the season in which hail is formed,121 .
Thirdly, he lays down something that contributes to the speed with which
hail is formed, at 122 .
The second difficulty arose from the fact that there did not seem to be able t o
be any time for the water on high to freeze into hail -- for as soon as water
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is formed, it falls, and it cannot freeze before it has formed . To solve thi s
difficulty, therefore, he says [116] that the generation of hail occurs whe n
the freezing of water is more rapid (on account of the vigor of the col d
gathered together) than the downward motion of the water .
That this is possible he now shows . For since every instance of local mo tion is in time, it is plain that the rain water is traveling downward for some
definite period of time ; but it happens that the coldness, because of it s
vigor, freezes the water in less time than the time of descent . Hence there i s
nothing to prevent the freezing from occurring in less time than it takes th e
water to descend, if the cold is very vigorous and intense . This is why, the
nearer to us the generation of water or hail takes place, the faster i t
freezes, since the heat is stronger near the earth and more vigorously expel s
and encloses the cold . In these circumstances the water of the rain must be come more violent, and both the drops of rain and the hailstones larger, be cause they travel a shorter distance and less is dissolved away . For the same
reason the raindrops do not fall thickly, for, since they suddenly condens e
into large drops at one time, they are not divided into many parts, and als o
fall very quickly -- and that is why the stuff of rain and hail does not fal l
so thickly .
121. Then [117] he assigns a reason for the time when hail is generated, an d
says that hail falls less in summer than in spring and autumn, but more than i n
winter : less in summer than in spring and autumn, because in summer the air i s
drier ; but in spring the air is still moist on account of the preceding winter ,
while in autumn, it is already beginning to grow moist . Hence in summer ther e
is not as much moist vapor for generation of hail as in spring and autumn, al though there is more heat . But in winter, although there is an abundance o f
material, there is lack of heat to concentrate the cold that generates hail .
Also hail occurs at harvest time, i .e ., in late summer, for the same reason :
because the heat is then still potent and the air is beginning to get moist .
122. Then [118], because he had solved the difficulty raised above by citin g
the speed with which hail is generated on account of the vigorous cold, he no w
posits something else that contributes to this same speed . And he says tha t
a contribution to the speed of the coagulating process is the fact that th e
water is pre-heated (the vaporous stuff aiding the season's heat) and there fore freezes more quickly, because the cold acts upon it more vigorously and
can penetrate farther into water that has been rarified by the heat . This i s
the reason why many people ; when they want to cool warm water, first place i t
in the sun . And fishermen in the region of Pontus, when they make huts durin g
the ice season to fish (they catch the fish through holes cut in the ice of the
sea or river), pour hot water around the poles they use for fishing, so that
it will freeze faster ; in this way they use the frozen water, as though it wer e
lead, to keep the poles firmly fixed . But in warm regions and in warm seasons ,
hot water cools quickly, because it gets dense quickly, for the reason given .
Hence,-in Arabia and Ethiopia, rains occur in summer and not in winter, be cause the vapors are quickly cooled by reason of the contrariety of the heat
surrounding them, since this region is very hot .
Finally [119] he summarizes what has been said -- and this is plain in the text .
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Lecture 1 6
The cause of the generation of rivers .
123. After determining concerning things generated on high from the mois t
exhalation, the Philosopher here determines about things generated on eart h
from the same material -- namely, about springs and rivers . It is divided int o
two parts :
In the first he determines concerning the cause of the generation of rivers ;
In the second concerning their duration (L . 17) .
As to the first, he does three things : first, he states his intention [12u ]
and says that the discussion is about winds and everything caused by winds, an d
aboutfris rs and the sea . These will be treated in the following order : we
shall propose problems of our own ; then we shall declare the true answer to th e
problems to ourselves and not others : since on these matters we have receive d
no opinions from others that anybody could not have conceived, unlike tha t
which was the case in regard to the other matters .
124. Secondly [121], he presents the opinions of certain others about winds .
And he says that some have declared that the body called "air," when it flow s
along and is in motion, is wind ; but when it halts and condenses, it is clou d
and water -- as though the natures of water, air and wind were identical, an d
wind were nothing more than air and water . And because the whole of air is one ,
some, wishing to speak very wisely, have asserted that there is but one wind ,
and that if winds seem to differ, it is only because of the different place s
whence they move . This is like saying that all rivers are one river, and tha t
all water is one : which is plainly false . Hence the generality of mankind, wh o
speak as do the uneducated and without philosophic enquiry about the winds ,
speak with more truth than these, who in such an inquiry erred . For if it wer e
true that all rivers flowed from one source, then it could also be somehow tru e
that all winds were from one source : but it is plain that, for winds as well a s
for rivers, what they said is frivolously and deceitfully said .
It is appropriate to discuss in a tract proper to it what wind is, and ho w
it is generated, and what moves it, and from what do winds derive their source ,
and whether we must consider the wind as though flowing from some receptacle ,
and continuing to flow until it is emptied, as though wind were squeezed out o f
a wineskin as Home r ? s fable pretended ; or whether it comes, not from one, bu t
from many sources, as the painters depict the various winds puffing from out o f
themselves the source of breezes .
125. Thirdly [122], he presents like opinions about the generation of rivers :
this was the reason he introduced what he said concerning winds . About this he
does three things :
First, he presents the false opinion of certain ones, at 125 ;
Secondly, he rejects it, at 126 ,
Thirdly, he rejects a certain argument of their, at 130 .
He says therefore first [122], that to some, the same things seem to be tru e
of the generation of rivers as was said of the generation of winds . For the y
say that when water is raised aloft through evaporation and then re-descends ,
it collects under the earth and thus flows on to generate springs and rivers .
It is as if they were understood to emerge from some "great womb," i .e ., fro m
some large depth where a great amount of water is gathered . It makes no differ ence to their theory whether all rivers flow from one such source or various
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rivers from various sources of this sort . According to this theory water i s
not newly generated under the earth to cause the flow of springs and rivers :
what happens is that the water previously collected in the aforesaid recept acles is the source of the amount of waters and rivers .
And they said that a sign of this is the fact that in winter there is mor e
river-flow than in summer . From this they assign the cause why some rivers ar e
unceasing and some not . For when, because of the size of the depth, a suffici ent amount of water gathers under the earth to assure continuity of flow, i n
such a way that the flowing water does not run out before returning again th e
next winter, then the river is made perpetual to the end . But if the reservoi r
is small, then, because of the smallness of the amount of water, the river' s
source runs dry (as an emptied vessel) before water again flows from the sky .
That is why such a river does not flow perennially .
126. Then [123] he rejects this position for four reasons : First, he says that
if one were to take into consideration the vast amount of water that continuall y
flows through rivers in the entire world, the subterranean reservoir, o r
reservoirs, feeding these rivers, would have to be larger, or at least almos t
as large, as the earth . This would require that the whole interior of the eart h
be hollow, in order to hold such a vast amount of water ; and even that would no t
be a sufficiently large container .
Now this is plainly false : for, since earth is by nature in the middl e
[center], and its parts naturally tend to the middle, it cannot be said that the
earth is hollow enough within to hold the water -- although it is not inadmiss ible that there be certain receptacles of water in many parts of the earth .
127. Secondly [124], he gives a second argument and says that it is inconsisten t
for one not to suppose that water comes to be within the earth from evaporate d
air, for the same reason that it is produced above the earth in the air . Hence ,
if evaporated air is condensed into water in the air above the earth on accoun t
of coldness, one must believe that the same is produced by reason of the cold ness of the earth . And so, not only water existing separated in the earth as i n
a reservoir, flows through rivers, but water is also being continually generate d
within the earth by the refrigeration of vapors, and this will flow out throug h
rivers .
128. But because someone could say that a certain water is generated within th e
earth from vapors, but that the whole is collected together into certain
reservoirs, whence rivers flow, which theory would be similar to, and practic ally the same as, the previous position, therefore, thirdly, he rejects this b y
means of a sign at [125] . And he says that it is even not to be supposed tha t
water indeed is generated within the earth but remains there from day to da y
while rivers flow, as though there were certain pools of water under the earth ,
as some say . But one must understand that things take place in the same wa y
within the earth, as above the earth . For above the earth, when vapor is firs t
being condensed, small drops form and coalesce with others and in this way th e
flowing water easily descends in a certain quantity . The same thing take s
place within the earth : for first small drops are generated ; and thus th e
sources of rivers are springs gushing little by little below the earth .
An indication of this is what is done -- for people who wish to bring ou t
water, e .g ., who dig wells or the like, collect the water in low and excavate d
places, as though the earth perspired water from elevated areas to lower areas .
From which it appears that water flows drop by drop from the earth to produc e
rivers and springs, rather than that in the earth are places acting as pools o f
actually existing water .
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129. Fourthly [126], he supports the same view with another sign, based on th e
natural flow of waters : for the previous sign was based on a [human] work . And
he says that for the same reason, the "discharge," i .e ., the flow of rivers ,
seems to be from the mountains, and the largest rivers flow from the larges t
mountains ; moreover, most springs are close to mountains and high places, wherea s
on the plains there are few springs apart from rivers . The reason is tha t
mountainous and high places are like certain thick sponges (because the rock s
are hard) as to ejecting water ; and they are suspended [elevated], so that th e
water can flow : consequently, they produce water in many places and also col lect water that comes down from above as rain . But this occurs in small sec tions of the mountains and not in the sense that within the mountains there ar e
depths in which water is gathered . That is why he says that they collect water ,
for they receive a great abundance of water coming as rainfall . The shape o f
mountains is well-adapted for this, for a round shape is the most capacious o f
shapes .
So far as holding a great amount of water is concerned, it makes no differ ence whether the circumference is disposed above in a concave way, or accordin g
to a convex swelling -- for in either case the capacity is equal . Hence, al though mountains are not concave, but more convex, nevertheless they can re ceive a vast amount of water . And they not only hold a great amount of wate r
as received from elsewhere, because of their shape, but also bring it forth a s
water born within because of the cold : for the vapor of earth, drawn out of th e
earth, and rising because of its inherent warmth, is coagulated within th e
earth by the coldness of the earth, so that it is again condensed into water .
And that is why, as was said, the largest rivers flow from the largest mountains .
And this is plain, if one examines a traveler's description of the earth :
for those who so described the earth have either themselves seen the rivers an d
regions, or learned of them from others . He therefore presents first the example of Parnassus which is in Asia at the winter rising [i .e ., the southeast] ,
and of the Caucasus, at the summer rising [north east] : since these are very
large mountains, many and very large rivers rise from them . In Europe he give s
the example of the Pyrenees located in the equinoctial setting [equatoria l
west], as well as of certain other mountains, which lie toward the north i n
Scythia : large rivers rise from them too . Then in Africa or in Libya he give s
the example of certain other large mountains from which other great rivers flow .
And he says the same is true of other mountains and rivers, and that, whateve r
other rivers flow from marshes, these marshes are located near mountains ; and
thus is the same thing true . -- From these examples, therefore, he concludes t o
his proposition [127] and repeats what was said above : thus the text is plain .
130. Then [128] he refutes the argument of those who posit the opinion unde r
discussion . And he says that it is not inadmissible that places should be foun d
actually containing a vast amount of water after the manner of lakes : but thi s
is not sufficient to account for the flow of rivers . For we can no more say tha t
the waters which may exist collected under the earth or in the mountains, con tain all the water of rivers, than we can say that the springs, which plainl y
appear outside the earth, actually contain all the water of rivers : for most
rivers flow from springs (which he says, because some flow from marshes, as ha s
been said) . Hence to think that those subterranean collections of water con tain the entire body of waters that flow through rivers is like supposing tha t
those collections of water found outside the earth in springs contain all th e
water found in rivers . Hence, since it is plainly false to suppose this of th e
springs we can see, then it can be known by analogy that it is also false t o
suppose it of the collections of water under the earth . But that such collec tions of water do exist under the earth can be made manifest by the fact tha t
many streams are absorbed by the earth . This he explains with many example s
that are plain in the text .
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Lecture 1 7
The duration and change of rivers .
131. After showing the cause of the generation of rivers, the Philosopher her e
determines about their duration . About this he does two things :
First, he presents his own opinion [129] and says that the same parts of th e
earth are not always moist or dry, but they vary according as rivers are newl y
formed or decay . As a result, changes occur affecting the earth, so that wha t
is now dry, later becomes a sea and vice versa ; and sea or dry land are no t
always present in the same part of the earth . But this takes place, not b y
chance, but according to a certain order and according to a certain turning o f
the heavens, just as all changes taking place in these lower regions are reg ulated according to the movement of the heaven .
132. Secondly [130], he explains what he has said . About this he does two
things :
First, he assigns one cause of what has been said, at-132 ;
Secondly, he rejects a cause held by others, at 134 .
About the first he does two things :
First, he assigns the cause of the transmutation just mentioned, at 132 ;
Secondly, he explains why such transmutations escape our notice, at 133 .
He says therefore first [130], that the cause and mlurce of the above-mentione d
transmutation is that the energy of the earth has its own kind of coming to a
stop and old age, just as do bodies of animals and plants . But there is thi s
difference : animals and plants suffer a stopping and old age, not successivel y
with respect to different parts, but all at one time with respect to the whole ,
while, in the earth, this change is part by part, depending on the influence o f
heat and cold -- for one part increases in heat or coldness, while another de creases, depending on the course of the sun and on other cycles of the heavenl y
bodies .
Hence, depending on their differing position as to the aspects toward th e
sun and stars, the parts of the earth receive diverse power . As a result, som e
parts of the earth can continue being moist and watery for a long time accord ing to a definite period -- and this is, as it were, their youth or full state ;
later, they dry up and exist in what is for the earth old age, which naturall y
is accompanied by dryness, because of the absence of moisture . While these portions of the earth are drying up, other regions of earth are being vivified an d
become in part watery . This is indicated by the fact that in the spring of th e
year all things become, so to speak, young again by moisture ; but in winter the
same things grow old because of the excessive dryness . Moreover, in spring our
part of the earth is alive, while elsewhere everything is already dried up .
From this it is plain that old age and youth do not affect the earth as a whol e
(as animals and plants are affected) but one part at a time .
According to this, therefore, in certain areas of the earth, the spring s
that are dried up in this way cease to function . As a result, rivers that wer e
once large become small, and finally dry up entirely ; because the springs from
which they originated are dry . Thus, in one part of the earth now grown old ,
the springs are dry, but in another part that has become watery, a correspond ing number of new springs and rivers arise . Hence, because of these change s
which affect streams, so that in one portion of the earth they perish and i n
another portion new ones arise, the sea too is changed as a consequence . Once
the rivers dry up, the sea falls back and dry land appears where the sea wa s
once swollen by the overflow of rivers . But where the sea has been dried up by
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accretions of earth deposited by rivers, it again is under water when a quantit y
of water has gathered .
133. Secondly [131], he explains why these transmutations escape our notice ,
and says that these transmutations of sea and dry land escape us, because ever y
natural change takes place not all at once but bit by bit -- and the transmuta tions under discussion, which affect large sectors of the earth occur over lon g
periods of time ; and all nations die and pass away before a memory remains o f
such a change from its beginning to its end . For if the same peoples always
remained in the same areas of the earth, some remembrance, even of things mos t
ancient and of transmutations, could remain -- but when one people is destroye d
and a new one inhabits their land, no memory of the antiquities of the first re mains among the second, much less among the third and fourth .
Now the disappearances of nations closest to our times are brought on b y
wars, but some also by diseases and epidemics, and some by sterility : of thes e
destructions some occur all at once on a large scale, and some gradually . Furthermore, the migrations of peoples from place to place go unnoticed, becaus e
some forsake a region from the start because the earth is becoming barren o r
weak, or because of wars ; while others remain as long as they can find susten ance there . Hence, the time between the first departure and the last is some times long, and there is no memory of the first migration, even if the men d o
not die, but migrate . And as it is with forsaking lands, so with their settl ing : because of the length of time, there is no record when and by which race s
the land first began to be settled and when it was first changed from swam p
into dry land and made habitable -- this taking place little by little and ove r
long periods of time . And he gives the example of Egypt, whose land was gradu ally drained dry, as though by the river . He mentions other lands, too, tha t
have been transmuted and drained dry of moisture, and vice versa, as is plai n
in the text .
134. Then [132] he dismisses an explanation that some have suggested . Abou t
this he does three things : first, he dismisses the false explanation and say s
that some, by looking at some slight thing, want to make a judgment about th e
entire heaven : for they think that the cause of such transmutation is that th e
whole world is changing in the sense that the heaven and the world are bein g
newly formed . They say that the sea gets smaller, because it was beginning t o
be dried up by the sun from the very beginning : that is why many places former ly moist are now dry . But this is partly true, partly not . For it is true tha t
certain places formerly tilled with water are now dried out ; but the opposite i s
also true, because in some places the sea is found to have invaded areas tha t
were formerly dry land . But it is false that the cause of this change is du e
to a generation of the earth . For it is ridiculous to postulate transmutation s
in the whole because of transmutations in small areas . Moreover, the size o f
the earth is almost as nothing compared with the heaven as a whole, for i t
takes on the status of a point .
135. -Secondly [133], he restates the true cause, and says that the true caus e
of those transmutations is this : just as a year is divided by different seas ons, namely, by winter and summer and the customary seasons, so also a certai n
great cycle is divided according to established sequences by a great winter ,
wherein there is an excess of storms, and a great summer, in which there i s
excessive dryness ; but not in the sense that these great excesses of storms an d
dryness occur at the same time over the entire earth or always over the sam e
regions : they occur in different regions . And he gives the example of th e
deluge in one definite region of Greece in the time of Deucalion .
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136. Thirdly [134], from the foregoing he assigns a cause why rivers last ,
and says that when excessive storms occur in some region, the earth is saturated with enough moisture to generate rivers for a long time . This is a detai l
common to various explanations : whether the perpetuity of rivers is explaine d
by large subterranean depths containing much water, as claimed by some, a s
cited earlier ; or whether, according to our own opinion already given, th e
cause of their perpetuity is the size and thickness and coldness of mountains ,
by which they can receive and contain vast stores of water as well as generat e
it . But those places where the substance of the mountains is small and the y
are not very high, or where they are, so to speak, spongy [porous] so that
moisture cannot be preserved in them, and are rocky, so as not to be able t o
receive water, and are clayey, so as not to be able to generate it, in suc h
places, I say, the flow of rivers diminishes until the region again become s
moist . Therefore, one must believe that in whatever places an abundance o f
water falls during a great winter, the moisture of such places will be mor e
"perpetual," i .e ., long—lasting . Yet, as time goes on, such places dry up an d
some become less moist until the return again of that period in which there i s
an excess of rain .
And so he concludes finally that, since change must take place in the whol e
universe (but not in the sense that the whole comes into being and is destroy ed), if the world as a whole is perpetual, then it is necessary, as was said ,
that the same places be not forever moist, because of the sea or rivers, o r
dry, either -- but places that previously were wet, become dry, and vice versa .
137. Then [135] he manifests what he has said with examples . About this h e
does three things : First, he gives three examples, the first of which concern s
the land of Egypt, which is found to be below the surrounding sea ; for thi s
reason certain of their kings were hindered from linking the two seas, whe n
they saw that this would destroy the flow of the river water .
The second example concerns Lake Maeotis [Sea of Azov], in which the rive r
flow produces so much silt that in his time it could only take boats muc h
smaller than 60 years earlier .
The third example concerns the Bosphorus, which divides Europe from Asia .
This strait is found smaller, and always tending to narrow, for the same reason .
138. Secondly [136], he draws the conclusion that was chiefly intended an d
says that since there is no end to time and since the entire universe is eter nal (according to his opinion presented in the physics and in On the Heavens )
it follows that neither the Tanais [Don] nor the Ni le, which are very larg e
rivers, have always been flowing, but the place whence they flow was once dry :
because their "work , f" i .e ., their flow, has a limit . The same is true of othe r
rivers . And if this is true of rivers, it must be true also of the sea int o
which rivers flow : that is why, at different times, sea and dry land are re —
versed .
However, his supposition that the world and time are eternal is erroneou s
and opposed to the faith ; nor are the arguments used to support these supposi tions, demonstrations, as was shown elsewhere .
Thirdly [137], he summarizes what he has said, and the text is clear .

METEOROLOGY -- BOOK I I
Lecture

1

Opinions of the ancients on the origin of the sea and of its saltines s
139. After determining concerning things generated on high, from either a dr y
evaporation or a moist vapor, and after adding a discussion about the genera tion of rivers on account of its similarity to the generation of rains, the
Philosopher now begins to determine concerning things that come to be in th e
lower region from a dry exhalation . And it is divided into two parts :
In the first he determines about certain principal passions, at 140;
In the second about certain things which accompany them (Book III) .
The first is divided into two parts :
In the first he determines about the sea, whose saltiness is cause d
by dryness, at 140;
In the second about winds and the things caused by them (L . 7) .
140. The order which the Philosopher observes seems quite suitable . For afte r
determining about things generated in the upper region of air from dry exhala tion, namely, falling stars, comets, the milky circle and like things, he
secondly determined about things generated in the lower region from moist exhalation, namely, rains and so on : and because rivers have a cause of thei r
generation in the earth in the same way as rain in the air, after rains he de termined about rivers . After this he determines about the sea, into which al l
rivers flow .
Concerning this, therefore, he first declares his intention [138] and say s
that we must speak now of the sea : namely, as to what its nature is, whether i t
is the natural place of water or is it by accident that water is gathere d
there ; as to what is the cause of such an abundance of water's being salty ; and
of the primal generation of the sea, i .e ., does it have a source of its genera tion and how ?

143 .

Secondly [139], he pursues his proposition, about which he does tw o
things :
First, he presents the opinions of others about the sea, at 141 ;
Secondly, he investigates the truth, at 143.
Concerning the first he does two things :
First, he gives the opinions of ancient theologizers, at 141 ;
Secondly, of the philosophers of nature, at 142 .
Regarding the first [139] one must know that before the times of the philos ophers there were men called theologizing poets (such as Orpheus, Hesiod an d
Homer), because under the guise of fables they declared divine things to men .
Concerning them, therefore, he says that they posited the sea to have spring s
of its own from which it is caused . They postulated this so as to avoid at tributing to earth and sea extraneous principles not their ~~rnu hfor they be lieved the earth and sea to be most worthy of reverence, as„-, ie§ were a grea t
part of the whole universe ; and they said that the whole heaven exists for th e
sake of earth and water and that that is why earth and water are surrounded b y
other bodies and by the heaven itself, as though this part were most worthy o f
honor and the first principle among all the bodies of the universe .
142 . Then [140] he presents the opinions of the natural philosophers concern ing the sea and gives three opinions . The first concerns the generation of th e
sea and he says that those wiser in "human wisdom" than the aforesaid poets
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(he says this because the naturalists dealt not with divine things, as di d
they, but with natural things, which is proper to human wisdom, i .e ., conforme d
to the human intellect), said that the sea has generation . This is becaus e
from the beginning the entire region surrounding the earth was wet and full o f
water, but became dried out by the sun's evaporating the moisture : what evaporated, according to them, caused air and winds (and from this, they say, ar e
caused the movement of the sun and moon and stars) ; what was left not yet drie d
up, is the sea . Hence they believe that by a continuous drying-up it is al ways shrinking, so that finally it will all be dried up and the sea exist n o
more . This is said to have been the opinion of Anaxagoras and Diogenes .
The second opinion is about the salt of the sea . For Empedocles said tha t
the earth, warmed by the sun, exudes a certain sweat which, he believed, is th e
water of the sea . For this reason, so he says, the sea is salty, since th e
sweat of animals also is found to be salty .
The third opinion, that of Anaxagoras, also concerns the salt of the sea .
He said that the earth through which the water passes, or which is mingled wit h
the water, causes the salt of the sea : for just as something strained throug h
ashes becomes salty, so the water of the sea becomes salty by an admixture o f
earth .
143 .

Then [141] he searches for the truth regarding these opinions .

First, about the opinion of the theologizing poets at 143 ;
Secondly, about the opinions of the philosophers of nature (L . 2) .
About the first he does two things :
First, he shows that the sea has no springs, as they said, at 143 ;
Secondly, he gives an answer to something seemingly contrary to his own
argument, at 145 .
Concerning the first [141] he presents two arguments . The first is that
among the waters surrounding the earth, some can flow and some are stationary .
Of those that flow it is plain that all are derived from springs . But this doe s
not mean that the springs have as their source, as it were, a container holdin g
a vast store of water, from which rivers are derived : it means, as alread y
stated, that from the many places where it is formed little by little [drop b y
drop], th%imeter comes together, and that it is by such confluence that it fo r
the first comes to be in so great a quantity . But with regard to stationar y
waters, some are collected and held in one place by something artificial o r
natural that obstructs the flow, and are called marshes or ponds . These diffe r
by reason of largeness or smallness : for if a large store of water has bee n
thus collected, it is called a pond ; if a little, a marsh . Now, some stationary
waters are "fountainous," i .e ., they subsist in their own source ; all such are
. man-made, for example, wells . For all such waters thus stationary through ar t
must have a spring, which would make them flow unless they were artificiall y
prevented . Hence it is plain that all water from fountains and rivers flows o f
itself-according to the inclination of nature, or, if it is to be stationary ,
must be made so artificially .
In the light of the foregoing it is plain that the water of the sea does no t
come from springs, because it falls within neither of the groups mentioned : i t
does not flow, as river water does, and we cannot say that it is man-made, as a
well is . But all waters that come from springs either flow or are stationar y
by art -- unless you include small bodies of water that stand of themselves an d
not artificially, as when flowing water finds its way into a hollow or meets a n
obstacle . But such water cannot exist in large amounts : because when the
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water increases, it must either run over the obstacle and start to flo w
again, or be submerged within the earth, as, we have said, happens in many
places . Hence it cannot be said that such a quantity of water as the water o f
the sea could be standing of itself, if it arose from springs . The conclusion ,
therefore, is that the sea does not have springs .
144. He gives the second argument [142] and says that there are man yseas that
have no communication with any other . For the Red Sea joins but slightly wit h
the Ocean Sea beyond the columns of Hercules : from which sea the Hyrcanian and
Caspian (which is the sea of Pontus) are far removed . If they had springs ,
the people who live along all the sides of the sea would not have failed t o
discover them . It is therefore not true that springs of the sea exist .
145. Then [143] because a common flow is apparent in some seaa,lest it be sup posed that the sea can flow, as if proceeding from springs, the contrary o f
which he had supposed in the first argument, he assigns the cause of the flo w
seen in the sea . About this he does three things :
First, he shows why some sea flows, at 145 ;
Secondly, he manifests what he supposed with a sign, at 146 ;
Thirdly, he summarizes at end of 146 .
Now he assigns three causes of the sea's flowing [143] . The first is that th e
sea flows because of its narrowness, where, from being a vast flood, it is con fined into a small place because of being narrowed by adjacent land . Now the
water of the sea is often moved back and forth, especially as a consequence o f
the movement of the moon, whose proper nature it is to agitate the moist : but
this commotion of water in a large open sea goes unnoticed, but where it occur s
in an area rendered small by the narrowness of the land it becomes more notice able .
The second cause is that the sea which is contained within the columns o f
Hercules and does not communicate with any other sea (as was already said o f
the Sea of Pontus), that sea, I say, flows on account of the large number o f
rivers . And, for the same reason, one sea flows into another : for Maeoti s
flows into the Sea of Pontus and the Pontus into the Aegean . In other seas
this is not so evident ; but in the ones mentioned this happens on account o f
the number of rivers, for many rivers flow into them .
The third reason for the flow is that a sea covers a great deal of earth ,
in keeping with the quantity of the water, and one sea is not as deep as an other ; but the one that is not so deep always flows to the deeper one . Henc e
that sea to which another flows is always seen to be deeper : as, for example ,
the Pontus is deeper than Maeotis, the Aegean than the Pontus, and the sea o f
Sicily deeper than the Aegean ; but the . .Sofian and the Etruscan are the deep est of all . The sea beyond the Columns, however, is not deep, as is eviden t
from the mud in the water flowing out of it . An indication of this is that i t
is calm, as though it were in a hollow . Therefore, just as individual rivers
are seen flowing from higher to lower places, so in the sea, the flow is fro m
the loftier places of the earth, which are in the north : consequently, the
northern seas, from which water flows, are not as deep as those in the sout h
which receive it .
146. Then [144] through a certain sign he manifests what he had said, namely ,
that the earth is higher toward the north . He takes as an indication of thi s
the fact that some of the ancients believed that the sun did not go below th e
earth but only around it and that it became invisible at night because th e
northern heights obscured it . -- Then [145] he summarizes what he had said - and it is plain in the text .
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The sea is shown to be the natural place of all water .
147. Here he begins to search into the truth about the opinions which th e
ancient natural philosophers held about the sea .
First, he shows what his intention is about [126] and says that it is abou t
the generation of the sea : if it was made, and of its savor -- as to what i s
the cause of its salty and bitter taste ;
Secondly, he pursues the proposition, at 148 .
This is divided into three parts :
In
natural
In
In

the first he determines about the nature of the sea : whether it is th e
place of water, at 148 ;
the second about its generation : whether or not it was made (L . 4) ;
the third about its savor : why it is salty (L . 5) .

The first part is divided into two parts :
In the first he shows the opinion of the ancients about the nature o f
the sea, at 148 ;
In the second he objects against it, at 149 .
148. He says therefore first [147] that the ancients thought the sea to be th e
source of all water, and that it is the substance and body of the totality o f
water, as though the sea were the natural place of water . And the cause whic h
led them to this was that it seemed reasonable that, just as the main bulk o f
all other elements is gathered into one place, and there is one source fro m
which are derived those portions of that element which mingle with other ele ments, due to the size of the elemental substance, so too with water . For w e
observe that the main body of fire exists in the upper region of this lowe r
world, which is its natural place ; likewise, the main body of air exists unde r
the region of fire, as though gathered together in its appropriate place ; and
it is plain that the body of earth is in the center, around which all othe r
bodies are ordered . Hence it is plain that according to the same reasoning, i t
is also necessary that there be a place where the main bulk of water be congre gated, as in its proper and natural place .
Such a place can be naught but the sea : because the waters of streams ar e
not all of them together, whereas for one element there must be one continu ous place . Further, the water of rivers is not stationary but flowing, wherea s
every element must be stable in its proper place -- for the water of river s
flows so as to seem to be forever coming into existence and,rremaining in the
same place .
On account of this problem they thought that the sea was the source of al l
water and of all moist things . On which account they thought that all river s
not only flow into the sea, but from it as well -- since the natural place o f
an element seems to be the source and terminus of the movements of all thing s
that possess its nature, for all things naturally tend to their own place . An d
according to the ancients it was also the source since they held the element s
to be ungenerated and incorruptible -- hence water was not newly generated .
Thus, wherever water might be found outside its proper place, it would have ha d
to have flowed from the natural place of water .
And because one could object that the sea is salty, whereas the water o f
rivers is sweet, and consequently does not seem to flow from the sea, they add ,
to dismiss this objection, that when something salty is filtered, it become s
sweet ; and so sea water, when filtered through earth, becomes drinkable in rivers.
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149. Then [148] he raises certain doubts about these previous determinings :
First, a doubt against the se at s being the natural place of water, at 149 ;
Secondly, against the sea's being the terminus of running waters (L . 3) .
About the first he does two things :
First, he raises this doubt [148], which is as follows : If the sea i s
the source of all water as though it were the natural place of water, why i s
sea water not sweet and drinkable but salty? For every element in its prima l
place is seen to be untransformed and in its natural state -- while saltines s
is not a natural property of water but is due to some transmutations ,
150. Secondly [149], he solves this doubt . In connection with this, he doe s
three things :
First, from matters already determined he takes something necessary for th e
solution ;
Secondly, from what was proposed he dismisses a certain false opinion, at 151 ;
Thirdly, he settles the doubt, at 153 .
He says therefore first [149], that in assigning the cause of this doubt, no t
only will it be solved, but it will be necessary through it to obtain the cor rect opinion about the sea . He recalls, therefore, that water is positione d
around the earth, as the sphere of fire above the air, and as the sphere of ai r
above the water . For fire is the highest of the elements, whether fire be take n
as the heavenly body, as very many hold, or as a body situated under the heaven ly body, as he held above . Now, since generation and corruption, and al l
changes affecting lower bodies, are caused by the movement of the sun, what i s
finest and sweetest in rarified water must be, as evaporated continually ,
brought to an upper region, where it is again condensed by the power of th e
cold and carried downward to earth . And this is always happening by nature ,
as already stated .
151. Then [150] he uses this to dismiss a false opinion . First, he cites th e
opinion and says that from the foregoing it is plain that those ancients shoul d
be laughed at who said that the sun was fed by the watery moisture, and that i t
moved about because the same place cannot always offer this nourishment which i t
must have or be destroyed by not having it . For they thought that the sun wa s
of a fiery nature . Now it is plain that fire lasts only so long as it is fed ,
and that the moist alone is its food . Consequently, when the moisture i s
totally consumed, the fire dies out .
152. Secondly [151], he assails this opinion with five reasons . The first i s
that vapor which is lifted upward does not ascend as far as the sun's place, s o
as to be its food . This is plain enough from what has been already said .
Then [152] he presents the second reason which is that those who held tha t
opinion seemed to think that the rise of vapor to the sun is as the rise o f
smoke to a flame : from the latter they took their basis for thinking as they d o
about the sun . But there is no similarity . For a flame never remains the sam e
individual but is continually becoming a new thing by the fact that other an d
other material is continually enkindled : the matter, originally moist and suit able for combustion, is completely dried up by the fire and ceases to be in flamed, and is then succeeded by other matter . And so it is plain that a flame
is not fed, because what is fed must retain its identity, as is plain in animal s
and plants, whereas a flame persists as though for no time at all, as has bee n
said . Now such a state of affairs cannot be true of the sun : for if it wer e
fed in the way they claim', it would be re-born continually and not just onc e
every day, as Heraclitus postulated .
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He presents the third reason [153] and says that the rising of moist vapo r
to the sun is akin to the boiling of water in pans over a fire . But the fir e
burning under the pan is not fed by the evaporating water . Therefore, neithe r
is the sun, if it should cause so much water to evaporate .
He presents the fourth reason [153] and says that it is inconsistent to postulate food for the sun only and not for the other stars, if they are to remai n
healthy, since they too are assumed by them to be of a fiery nature . Indeed ,
these stars are so many and so large that the totality of water would not b e
enough to feed them .
He presents the fifth reason [155] and says that this argument is bot h
against this position and against those who held that in the beginning the entire earth was covered with water, but that later, as the water was evaporate d
by the sun's heat, air was formed ; and as a consequence, the whole heaven gre w
by the fact that air, being more rarified, occupies more place than the water
from which it is generated ; what has been thus resolved out of water is th e
cause of winds and of the heaven's movement . Both, therefore, of these opinion s
are destroyed by the fact that we plainly see the return to earth, of whateve r
has been lifted upward from the water . And if it does not return to the sam e
place and equally in all places (for in some regions there is more evaporatio n
than rainfall), yet in various places, according to a certain order of time, al l
the matter that has been borne aloft returns again to earth . And so it i s
plainly not so that higher bodies are fed by vapors or that one portion of th e
vapors remains air and another returns to water .
153 . Then [156] he concludes the solution of the aforesaid doubt, and says tha t
since vapor is borne aloft, that which is sweet and drinkable is wholly carrie d
up because of being lighter, whereas that which is salty, being heavier, remain s
below as in its proper place . For it seems to be reasonably and fittingly hel d
in the difficulty previously set down that the sea is the natural place o f
water -- for it is unreasonable that water should not have a proper natural
place as do the other elements . But the solution of the difficulty raise d
against this from the saltiness of the sea is that the place occupied by the se a
is the natural place of water qua water ; whereas it seems to be the natura l
place of sea water only, because that which is salt remains below because of it s
heaviness, while the sweet is evaporated aloft, because of its lightness .
He gives an example based on what happens in the bodies of animals . Although
the food taken in is sweet and moist, the residue that remains of the food, a s
well as the superfluous nutriment, appears bitter and salty, because the swee t
element has been drawn to flesh and to every part of the body by natural heat ,
according as each several part is naturally apt to be nourished . By analogy t o
this, he concludes that, just as it would be strange for a person to suppos e
that the belly is not the place of food but only of the residue, on the groun d
that when the members are being nourished, the matter of the food is forthwit h
removed from the belly and the residue remains, and such a person would not b e
judging wisely, because, as we have already said, it is the natural place o f
food qua food, and not just of the food present in the belly, so too at present, the place occupied by the sea is the natural place of water . Indeed, all
water moves toward the sea as to its proper place ; for the flow of water is toward what is more concave, as is the place of the sea . But although this is th e
natural place of water, yet what is sweet is forthwith borne aloft, because o f
the sun raising the vapor, while what is salty remains below for the reason al ready given .
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154. Here the Philosopher raises another doubt, against the position that th e
sea is the terminal of rivers . About this he does three things :
First, he raises the doubt which he says is an old one [157] : namely, why
is it that, whereas rivers without number and of immense size enter the sea
every day, it does not seem to grow and gives no evidence that such a vast
amount of water is flowing into it ?
155. Secondly [158], he solves the problem and says that, although it is no t
unfitting that some should be puzzled at this, yet, after careful consideration ,
it is not difficult to see the solution . Thus, if an amount of water is poure d
over a certain surface, and the same volume is poured out in different areas ,
then, if the size of the surface is not the same, the time required for the
drying-up of the water poured out is not equal, but there will be a differenc e
arising from the difference of surface on which the water is poured, so tha t
sometimes the water remains and does not dry up for a whole day, while some times it dries up under one's very eyes . For example, if someone should pour a
cup of water upon a large table, all the water would dry up at once ; but if the
same amount were poured into some small place, it would be preserved for a lon g
time . This is what happens with rivers and the sea : for the total water coming
from the rivers to the sea is spread out over an area of the gratest latitude ,
and is forthwith imperceptibly dried up by the continuous evaporation of water ,
concerning which we spoke above .
156. Thirdly [159], he excludes a certain false solution to this problem .
First, he gives the solution and says that what Plato says about the sea an d
rivers in his book entitled the Phaedo, cannot be true . For he says there tha t
all rivers and the sea meet at a source under the earth, as though the earth
were perforated by the sea and rivers . This source, which according to him, i s
the source of all waters, is called "Tartarus," a certain vast body of wate r
existing about the center of the world : from it, he says, come all the water s
that do not flow, such as the sea and ponds, and waters that do flow, such a s
springs and rivers . He says further that Tartarus flows in every direction't o
each of the rheums," i .e ., to each of the streams of water . This happens be cause that source of all waters is forever in motion, for it has no fixed plac e
in which to rest but is forever in motion about the center, as though wanderin g
to and fro . Thus, when it is surging upward, it produces the "flowing out o f
rheums," i .e ., the streaming of seas and rivers, not only toward that portion o f
the earth we inhabit ; but from many other parts of the earth it pours out othe r
bodies of still water, akin to the sea which exists among us .
But all seas and rivers are brought back by a certain cycle to that sourc e
whence they emerged, but in various ways . For some return according to th e
same place whence they flowed out, by a kind of reflex movement ; others return
along a route contrary to the one along which they emerged, so that, for ex ample, if they emerged from beneath, they would flow back from above . We
should not so think of "above" and "beneath" as to think that something could b e
beneath with respect to the center in which the primal source of waters i s
postulated : for from the surface of the earth to the center, there is a descent ;
but further, if the water should proceed beyond in a straight line, the cours e
would be upward -- movement from the center being the same as movement upward .
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And according to this it is easy to assign a cause for the various colors an d
tastes of water : because the flowing water acquires its color and taste fro m
the type of earth through which it flows out .
157. Secondly [160], he disposes of the aforesaid position with five reasons .
The first is that, since sometimes the rivers return by the same route and some times by a contrary one, it follows, according to this position, that the flo w
of rivers is not consistently in the same direction . For since they return t o
the center from which they flowed, they will not flow "below" any more tha n
"above," if you compare the surface of the earth to the center, as is alway s
understood . But in relation to the surface of the earth something is "up," an d
something "down," depending on height and depth . If the movement of rivers i s
caused from Tartarus' overflow and this overflow is in every direction, it fol lows that the water, impelled, as it were, by Tartarus, flows indiscriminatel y
in every direction, just as Tartarus in its fluctuation goes in every direction .
Consequently, what is said in the proverb will come to pass, namely, an "up" o f
rivers, i .e ., rivers that are higher than the springs or that flow uphill - which is impossible .
He presents the second reason [161], namely, that, according to the aforesai d
position, it is seen that it would be necessary that an equal amount of water b e
always preserved -- for he posits that as much water as flows from Tartarus re turns to the source . Consequently, one must entirely exclude generation o f
water in the air and elevation of water from the earth by vaporizing -- which i s
plainly false .
He presents the third reason [162], namely, that all rivers end at the se a
which do not terminate at other rivers, and no river so ends in the earth a s
though perforating the earth and going to Tartarus . Indeed, if there are an y
rivers entering into the concavity of the earth, they emerge again at some othe r
spot . Consequently, it is not seen to be true that rivers return to Tartarus .
The fourth reason which he presents [163] is this : if the course of rivers i s
caused by what flows out of Tartarus, it would be necessary that rivers have a
vast abundance of water from the very start . But this we do not observe : amon g
rivers, those are found to be large which flow a long course, since they receiv e
the flowings of many rivers and cut off their route both as to place, becaus e
they are deeper and more concave, and as to length, because they follow a longe r
course . This is why the Ister, i .e ., the Danube, and the Nile are the larges t
rivers flowing into the Mediterranean Sea, and concerning their sources differ ent ones say different things, because of the variety of rivers that enter them .
He presents the fifth reason [164], namely, that over and above the unaccept able aspects already indicated, there is also the fact that it would follow tha t
the sea has its source from Tartarus . And this is not fitting, because, as ha s
been said, the sea is seen to be the natural place of water .
158. Thirdly [165], he brings together what has been said above . And he say s
that so much has been said about the fact that the place which the sea occupie s
is the--natural place of water and not just the natural place of the "sea," i .e . ,
of salt water . And it has been stated why what is drinkable and sweet does no t
show up in the sea but does in flowing water : what is salty subsides in the sea ,
being, as it were, the residue from the evaporation of what is drinkable an d
sweet . Furthermore, it has been said that the sea is rather the end than th e
source of waters : since, namely, water is generated outside the sea, both in th e
air above (as was said of the generation of rain), and within the earth (as wa s
said of the generation of springs and rivers) ; nevertheless, no matter where i t
is generated, water flows to the sea, unless it is prevented . And thus, sal t
water is akin to the residue of food in the bodies of animals : for the residue o f
food is salty and bitter . This is true of the residue of any food, but especi ally of moist food, as in the case of urine, which is more undigested and there fore more bitter and salty, as is evident .
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Whether the sea always, was, and always will be
159. After determining the nature of the sea, showing that it is the natura l
place of water, the Philosopher here inquires into its generation .
First, he indicates his intention [166], and says that we must speak about
the salt of the sea, and furthermore, about whether the sea is eternal o r
whether there was a time when the sea was not, and there will be a time whe n
the sea will not be, but will completely cease .
160. Secondly, he pursues the proposition by disproving the theories of other s
on this matter :
First, he disproves the theories of the ancients ;
Secondly, he excludes their reason, at 163 .
About the first he does two things :
First, he disproves the theories of the ancients about the sea's comin g
into existence [167] and says that some have thought that the sea has not alway s
existed but began to exist at some time . They also posited that the entire
world began to exist as the result of some process of generation and stated tha t
the sea began with the world . This was not unreasonable, since, the sea bein g
in a sense the place of water, which is one element, it must be among the prin cipal parts of the world . Hence, whenever the world existed, the sea did . An d
therefore, just as they argue that, because the world was generated, the sea wa s
generated, so we can argue conversely, that if the world is perpetual, so too i s
the sea . But that the world is perpetual, he presupposes from what he prove d
in the Physics and in On the Heavens -- although this is false and alien to th e
faith, as was said above .
161. Secondly [168], he disproves the opinions of the ancients about the disappearance of the sea . First he compares this theory to fables . And he say s
that to think that the sea will diminish in size and at length disappear, a s
Democritus said, is no different than the ideas in the fables of Aesop, wh o
stated in a fable that Charybdis, a certain deep chasm in the sea, has twic e
absorbed the sea, in such a manner that previously water covered the entir e
earth, and this chasm imbibed enough water for the mountains to appear, havin g
been uncovered from the water, and also the land between them ; the second tim e
it took in enough for islands to appear ; the final time, it will swallow all th e
water of the sea, and thus there will everywhere remain dry land without th e
sea . But although to compose such a fable befits Aesop, the inventor of fables ,
who uttered this one when perhaps in a fit of anger with a "porthmeum," i .e . ,
some harbor or seashore, so that, being angry with the waters, he pretende d
that all waters were destined to be swallowed up, yet, the utterance of such
tales is less fitting for philosophers seeking the truth .
162. Secondly [169], he disproves the aforesaid theory with a reason . And he
says that whatever be the cause on account of which water first surrounded th e
earth, it will necessarily remain forever : whether it be said that this happen s
on account of the heaviness of water, whose weight makes it abide beneath th e
air and above the earth (which, indeed, is the true and manifest cause), o r
whatever else the cause may be, nevertheless, because of this, it must be that ,
if the water of the sea was at some time on the earth, it remain forever . For
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otherwise, if this were not so, they would have to say that the evaporated wate r
borne aloft by the sun, does not return again to earth (the opposite of whic h
is plain in the case of rain) . Or, if the elevated water returns, it must needs
be either that the sea always abide, if water is forever borne aloft and re turns, or that it abide so long as the phenomenon of water returning shall continue . Further, it will be necessary for that which is drinkable in water t o
be borne aloft by evaporation . Consequently, the sea will never grow dry i n
such an alternation -- since the water will return once more to the sea .
And it makes no difference whether this happens once, namely, that the elevated water descend again, or a number of times : for in either case, no water i s
lost . Because it could, however, be claimed that this alternating process will
not last forever, if the movement of the sun were to cease, he therefore add s
that if anyone should say that the motion of the sun will cease, there will b e
nothing left to cause the sea's drying up ; but if the motion of the sun abide s
forever, then it will always be necessary that the sun, as it approaches som e
region of the earth, lift up water by evaporation, and, when it departs from
that region, that the water should fall, by reason of the cold . And so it can not be said that the sea will entirely dry out, whether the motion of the su n
continues or ceases .
163 . Then [170] he dismisses the reason moving them to posit their theory . And
he says that they took up this theory (namely, that the sea would become wholl y
dry, and that it began at some time to exist), because there are many place s
that seem drier now than formerly . But the cause of this passion has not bee n
given before, namely, the fact that at certain determinate times an excess o f
water is produced, and not because the universe as a whole is in the process o f
becoming -- although its parts are . Then, at other determinate times, the contrary will come to pass, namely, there will be an excessive drought . When thi s
shall have come about, the land will again be dried out which had been covere d
with water by the previous excess of water . And it is necessary that this proceed always in a cyclic way, namely, that after an excess of water there be, a t
a definite time, an excess of dryness, and vice-versa . This is more reasonabl e
than the theory that the whole heaven is undergoing change just because of certain particular changes taking place around the earth .
And because this theory against which he has spoken appears reasonable o n
the surface, he remarks that his discussion has lingered longer on this poin t
than it deserves .
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The saltness of the sea according to the opinions, of others
After determining about the nature of the sea and about its generation ,
164.
the Philosopher now determines about its saltness .
First, he inquires about it according to the opinions of others ;
Secondly, he presents his own opinion (L . 6) .
With respect to the first he continues with the salt of the sea according t o
the three opinions of the natural philosophers presented in the beginning o f
this treatise on the sea .
165.
He says therefore first [1711 that those who declared that the sea was a t
one time generated, or posit its generation in any way, cannot assign a reaso n
for its saltness . For they say that in the beginning water surrounded the entire earth and that the sun raised aloft a great portion of the water, leavin g
a large area of the earth no longer covered with water, and that the residue ,
not yet dried up by the sun, became the sea . Now, if the cause of salt in th e
totality of the sea's water (which according to its nature ought to be sweet) ,
came about because of earth's mixing with the water that remained, which was
able to convert the sweet into so great saltness, then, since, with the return
in the form of rain of the evaporated water, there necessarily results an equa l
amount of water's being preserved on earth, as was said, it is necessary tha t
even in the first place, before the sun began its drying process, that the se a
be salty ; or if it was not salty before, it will not be salty later, becaus e
all the evaporated water returns . Consequently, it cannot be said that mixin g
with earth makes the water salty because now it exists in a smaller amount ,
while it could not make the total amount salty -- since the amount both now an d
before is equal . But if the sea was salty from the start, it will remain t o
assign a cause of its saltness . Moreover, one should state why, if water was
not borne aloft by evaporation from the very beginning, this happens now .
166.
Then [172 he continues with the second opinion, and says that they wh o
declared that mixing with earth to be the cause of the sea's saltness fail t o
explain sufficiently why the sea is salty . For they claim that the earth ha s
many tastes according to its various areas, so that the earth which the river s
transport to the sea mingles with the sea and makes it salty .
But this seems unacceptable, namely, that the sea become salty through mixing with earth, while the rivers, which are smaller, are not salty . Indeed, i f
the vast quantity of the water of the sea is changed to salt by mixing wit h
earth, the water of every river should, with even greater reason, be changed .
For it is plain that the sea is an assemblage of all river waters -- for th e
water of the sea differs from the water of rivers only by its saltness -- some thing that does not occur in the waters of rivers, but only in the place wher e
all the rivers come together . And this does not seem possible, if the sole mixing of-earth transported by the rivers were to be the cause of saltness .
167.
Thirdly [173], he disproves the third opinion with three arguments . The
first of these is taken from the fact that it assigned a non-evident cause o f
the saltness . And he says that it is ridiculous for someone to think he i s
speaking plainly, when he says that the sea is the earth's sweat and is fo r
that reason salty, as Ehipedocles said . This perhaps satisfies the demands o f
metaphorical utterances according to the manner of poets -- for to speak i n
metaphors pertains to poets, and it is probable that Eanpedocles, who wrote i n
meter, so they say, uttered many things metaphorically . But such a manner o f
speaking is not sufficient for knowing the nature of a thing ; because a natural
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thing is not revealed by the comparisons employed in a metaphor . For how doe s
it come about that what a man drinks is sweet, whereas the sweat generate d
therefrom will be salty? The metaphor does not make it clear whether the swea t
remains salty because of the separation of something that was very sweet in th e
drink, or by a mixing with something, as happens when water is strained throug h
ashes, for by mixing with ashes it is made salty or bitter . And the same caus e
seems to be at work in the taste of urine, which is a superfluity collected i n
the bladder : for this residue becomes bitter and salty, although the moistur e
imbibed was sweet .
Now, if it is true that water becomes bitter because it is strained throug h
lime, and likewise if along with urine is carried something of such virtue a s
to make it salty (for when urine is kept standing in chamber-pots a certai n
salty sediment is found to settle) ; and likewise with sweat, something simila r
adheres to it when the sweat is exuded from the flesh, which makes it salty ,
as though the moisture leaving the body in the form of sweat washed from th e
flesh a residue which makes the sweat salty ; if, I say, this is so in thes e
three cases, and if the metaphor about sweat is rightly taken, then it is plai n
that also in the case of the sea, the cause of saltness will be somethin g
earthy mixing with the waters . But we know the cause of salt in the body of a n
animal, in sweat and in urine : it is the "hypostasis of food," i .e ., the sub sisting residue from what is appropriated as food by anything fed . The reaso n
why it is salty is that it has not been digested . But what it is that can i n
like manner produce salt in the sea Empedocles has yet to say, since this i s
not manifest . And so it is plain that Empedocles sinned in this : that he di d
not clearly indicate the cause .
168. He presents the second argument [174] ; namely, that in spite of the dryin g
up and warming of such a vast amount of water as is taken from the sea, never theless the whole water of the sea still remains salty . Now the portion raise d
away from the earth by evaporation is a submultiple of the water left on th e
earth (that is called "submultiple" which is to another as 1/2 is to double, o r
1/3 to triple, and so forth) . Hence i does not seem that the orate of th e
sea, since it is a greater amount than„edn wo4mmgoattyp f xm eyaEgrak nawes t
and urine, both of which are salty, are much less in volume than the moistur e
remaining in the body .
169. He presents the third argument [1?5], and says that Empedocles must b e
asked why it is that after being dried out in various small or large areas b y
the sun, the earth does not now sweat with a sweat that seems bitter : for
if it was true in the beginning that the earth sweated a bitter moistness, i t
should be doing so even now . But this is not seen to be happening now : for w e
see that the earth, when moist, can be dried out, and after it is dried out, i t
does not undergo anything like this, i .e ., sweating . Neither, therefore, wa s
it possible in the primal generation of the world, when the earth was mois t
(because it was covered with water), for it to sweat through being dried out .
Closer to the truth is the theory upheld by those who said that the sea is no t
the sweat of the earth but is water left after some portion of the earth di d
dry out . However, that the earth should sweat when moist, seems impossible .
And so he finally concludes that the causes alleged for the saltness of th e
sea are seen to elude reason .
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6

Cause of the sea's saltness according to Aristotl e
170. Having rejected these theories about the salt of the sea, he now present s
his own opinion . About this he does three things :
First, he prefaces some things needed for manifesting the proposition ;
Secondly, he assigns the cause of the sea's saltness, at 171 ;
Thirdly, he manifests what he had said through signs, at 177 .
In regard to the first he does two things [176] . The first item he repeat s
from the foregoing is that exhalations are of two kinds : one is moist and the
other dry ; and this must be regarded as the source of these, i .e ., of the sea' s
saltness .
Secondly, he raises a problem whose true solution must be seen before th e
proposition is manifested . The problem is this : do the parts of the sea alway s
remain numerically the same or are they changed in number while remaining th e
same according to quantity, as happens in air and in the drinkable water o f
rivers and in fire? For in all these the parts become other and other in num ber, but the species or form of the aggregate of these parts remains the same ;
and this is especially evident in flowing waters and in a burning flame, whic h
is forever being renewed by successively new fumes, as was said above, and ye t
the flame always remains the same numerical one . Hence it is probable that al l
these cases are not exactly the same, for there is at least a difference so fa r
as the rapidity of change is concerned : for it is plain that the parts of a
flowing stream are exchanged more rapidly than the parts of the earth . Yet in
all these cases there is a generation and corruption according to parts, follow ing a certain order .
171. Then [177] he assigns the cause of the sea's salt . About this he doe s
two things :
First, he shows in general from what source a salty savor is produced ;
Secondly, from what source is derived the saltness of the sea, at 172 .
He says therefore first [177] that, since the above are as described, there is
need to set forth the cause of the sea's saltness . For it is plain by many
signs that the salty taste is caused by an admixture of something . For we se e
that, in the bodies of animals, what is most undigested is salty and bitter :
this is especially the residue of food, and more especially the residue col lected in the bladder . That this is least digested is indicated by the fac t
that it is the most refined of all the residues, whereas all digested thing s
are seen to be thickened by heat . And as with urine, so with sweat : for like wise with sweat, something undigested is separated which gives it this taste .
So too with burnt things : because whatever is left after the action of the heat ,
that the heat cannot overcome, becomes a residue in the bodies of animals, an d
ash in burned objects, which, if mixed with water, makes it salty and bitter .
172. Then [178] he assigns the specific cause of the sea's saltness . About
this he does three things :
First, he does what is said ;
Secondly, he manifests this through certain signs, at 173 ;
Thirdly, he excludes some objections, at 174 .
He says therefore first [178] that since a salty and bitter taste is found t o
be caused by the admixture of something undigested or burnt, some have said tha t
the sea was formed out of charred earth . But this is unacceptable if taken in a
literal sense ; taken as a metaphor, however, namely, in the sense that the salt-
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ness in the sea is caused by a mixing with something akin to charred earth ,
then it is true . For just as it occurs in the aforesaid, namely, in urine ,
sweat and ashes, so it must be understood even in regard to the earth as a
whole : just as burning objects leave a residue of certain items that the fir e
was unable to dissolve, so too we must understand something to be left with re spect to the earth by the action of heat, alr,in to the ash left by the action o f
fire . An example of this is the exhalation arising out of dry land, the magni tude of which the earth shows . Now when a dry exhalation of this sort mixe s
with the moist exhalation that is condensed into clouds and rain, it is neces sary that in that moist exhalation there be contained something of the power o f
that dry exhalation ; as a consequence, both mixed together re-descend when i t
rains . But this always occurs in a definite order : the mingled exhalations ar e
borne aloft and re-descend in the form of rain . I say that this takes place in
a definite order, i .e ., to the extent that things occurring in the lower re gions can participate in order : for they do not participate in order so per fectly as to occur always in the same way as do the heavenly bodies, but so a s
to occur for the most part . And thus he concludes that this sets forth whenc e
there is generation of salt in the water of the sea .
173 . Then [1793 he manifests what he had said through certain signs . And he
says that because the dry exhalation mixes with the moist evaporation, souther n
waters and the first waters to fall in autumn are brackish, i .e ., heaver and
more on the salty side .
First he explains this with respect to "southern" waters, i .e ., which fal l
with the south wind blowing . For the south wind in its blowing and in its siz e
is very warm : for it blows from regions that are hot and dry and have littl e
moisture -- that is why it is a hot wind . But because one could say that i t
blows from a cold region, namely, from the antarctic pole, which must be col d
on account of its distance from the sun, he adds that, even supposing that i t
blows, not from the hot, but from the cold places, nevertheless it must trave l
toward us through regions close to us that are hot and dry, as to proximate re gions : hence it is hot . But the north wind, which comes to us directly fro m
cold regions, collects many moist and cold vapors along with it : therefore, i t
is a cold wind . Yet for us it brings clear weather, because it drives thes e
vapors in the opposite direction ; but in places and regions in the south it i s
a wet wind, because that is where it drives the vapors . Conversely, a sout h
wind is clear for those who live in the south, namely, around Libya, but for u s
it is rainy . And so, because a south wind collects a large quantity of dry ex halation, such a wind contributes a great deal to the falling of water that i s
salty . Thus is made plain the reason for one of the statements, namely, wh y
rains from the south are brackish .
But because the same was said of the first rains of autumn, he also assign s
a cause for this : it is necessary that the heaviest constituents of the vapor s
carried aloft descend first ; but the heaviest are those containing th e
most earth ; and that is why the first waters to fall in autumn after the summer
are brackish and have a great deal of what is earthy .
He gives another sign in support of the reason assigned as the cause of salt ness, namely, that the reason why the sea is warm and the regions near the se a
are comparatively warmer is due to the abundance of the above-mentioned exhala tion mixed with the water of the sea . For things previously afire are seen t o
possess within themselves the virtue of heat even after the fire has gone out :
this is plain in ashes and lime and the excrement of warm-bellied animals . The
reason for this is that the virtue of the alterating heat remains in them alon g
with the dry exhalation . Hence, since he had said that the cause of the salt ness of the sea was the dry exhalation resolved from dried-out earth, it fol lows that the sea will also derive an abundance of warmth therefrom .
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174. Then at [180] he excludes some doubts on the aforesaid . About this he
does two things :
First, he excludes the doubts ;
Secondly, from what has gone before he concludes to the cause of the salt ness of the sea, at 176 .
The first is divided into two parts according to the two doubts solved ;
[The second one is solved at 175 . ]
The first doubt [180] is that since
have numerically the same parts but
seem that the cause of the saltness
but rather an evaporation from salt

the water of the sea does not continue t o
evaporates and re-descends, it does not
of the sea is the mixed-in dry exhalation ,
water .

To remove this doubt he says that the water of the sea is forever becoming
other and other as to its parts, and each part has in its generation the afore said cause of saltness, namely, the admixture of the earthy exhalation . Now i t
is also true that some part of the salt water is always being borne aloft wit h
the sweet through evaporation -- but since something refined evaporates more
quickly than something dense, and the sweet is more refined than the salty ,
necessarily less of the salty than of the sweet is elevated ; but through being
mixed with the dry exhalation the sweet again .grows in saltness, and thus th e
sea is forever maintained constant both in quantity and in salt . And this is
said of the sea "as a whole," i .e ., so far as the whole sea is concerned, i t
is kept constant or practically so -- for the aforesaid quantity is not alway s
kept absolutely exactly .
175. The solution of the second doubt is at [181] . The doubt is this : sinc e
the water of the sea is salty, what accounts for the fact that sweet water i s
generated from the vapors resolved from the waters of the sea ?
To answer this he says that we must repeat that what evaporates in the se a
becomes, when it is condensed, drinkable and sweet ; therefore, it is not con verted back into "sea," i .e ., into salt water, but into fresh water . This hap pens to other things : wine and all liquids, when they are condensed, are turne d
into simple water : for when they evaporate, their condensed vapors are turne d
into water . The reason for this is that the principle of all moisture is water ,
and all things are resolved into their principles . Now all other liquids ar e
generated from water which is affected or altered in some way, which affection s
vary according to the ingredients, and the savor depends on what is mixed in .
This explains why, in the process of being generated, water varies and become s
salty . But because each thing is resolved into its principle absolutely, a s
has been said, the consequence is that whether it is salty sea water, or an y
liquid whatsoever of any vapor [savor?] you wish, the product of evaporation i s
simple water .
176. Then [182] from all the foregoing he gathers the cause of the salt of th e
sea . And he says that we must now say that some portion of the water of th e
sea is forever being raised aloft by evaporation and becomes drinkable when i t
is condensed ; and further, that with the falling water there descends somethin g
terrestrial which was borne aloft, not from the water of the sea, but from dr y
land . And this terrestrial element because of its weight, sinks below th e
drinkable and sweet portion, with the result that the finer portion evaporate s
more . And therefore, as a result of continuous generation and evaporation ,
neither the sea nor rivers disappear : unless they happen to disappear in cer tain regions according to certain definite cycles, as mentioned earlier . Moreover, neither do the same parts of the sea or of the earth always remain, bu t
only the whole bulks of both . Thus, we must think of the earth as we do of th e
sea, namely, that one part is borne aloft through exhalation and another part
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descends and, furthermore, that the parts on the surface exchange places wit h
those that descend : as a result, every part of both can be corrupted and gen erated .
It should be noted that Aristotle, in assigning the cause of the saltness o f
the sea when treating of the natural place of water above, stated that the salt ness of the sea is caused by the evaporation of what is fine and sweet . But
this would not be a cause, if nothing foreign were mixed in the sea water - since it would be necessary that what remained be sweet and drinkable, accord ing to the nature of simple water . Consequently, in order to show how the wate r
of the sea is salty, he shows that something foreign is mixed in it, which sink s
(after the sweet potable water is elevated) and makes the water of the se a
salty . On this account he says that burnt earth is mixed with the vapors fro m
which water is generated . Hence, since each part of the sea is thus generated ,
it follows that a terrestrial adjunct of this sort is mixed with every part o f
the sea, and generally sinks below the sweet and fine, the major portion o f
which is elevated .
And because sweet water is generated out of what evaporates, and all th e
water of springs and rivers is generated out of what evaporates, either on th e
surface of the earth or below the earth, it follows that the water of spring s
and rivers is sweet, simply because they are close to the source of generation ;
but the water of the sea is salty, being both the residue of vapors elevated b y
the sun and the final terminus into which the generated water is collected .
177 . Then [183] he manifests that the salty savor is caused from a terrestria l
mixture . And he gives many signs . The first of these concerns a waxen con tainer sealed and set in water . Whatever seeps in becomes sweet, as though
the terrestrial stuff were filtered out by the wax . Another sign is that se a
water is heavier than the sweet . A third sign is that sea water is denser tha n
river water, so that ships laden with cargo sink deeper in rivers than in th e
sea . The fourth sign is that eggs, if full, float in water to which salt ha s
been added and even float in the sea . Hence the sea seems to be like mud o n
account of its density . Those who make brine take as a sign that the salt ha s
been well mixed with the water, when eggs float on it . Therefore, sea water ,
too, is dense on account of an admixture of some gross earthy stuff . The fift h
sign is that in the lake in Palestine which is salty or bitter, if anyon e
should immerse a man or ass, it does not sink ; and clothing dipped in it be comes fetid .
The sixth sign concerns a spring of "broad," i .e ., salt, water in the pro vince of Chaonia . This spring flows into a river of fresh water in which ar e
no fish, but on account of the mixture contributed by this spring, salt is some times found instead of fish . When this water is boiled, salt is left after wha t
is hot and liquid has evaporated . These salts are not coarse but fine as snow ;
they are weaker than other salts and give greater pleasure in foods .
The seventh sign is that there is a region in which reeds and rushes ar e
burned . When their ash is cooked in water and cooled, it becomes salty to a
degree depending on the proportion of burned earthy matter, which he had sai d
i.s the cause of saltiness . Hence, both in the water of these ashes, as well a s
in the water of the sea, there must be a combustion which causes saltiness . Thi s
is why universally any flowing water of springs and rivers which is salty, wa s
once hot, as though proceeding f"rom ignited earth . Afterwards the fire is extinguished within the earth, which, by the burning, having become sulphurous o r
something of the sort, still retains the marks of having been burnt, as lime an d
ashes do -- so that water passing through it becomes salty . Indeed, such wate r
not only becomes salty and receives saltness from the earth through which i t
passes, but also other savors, as he explains with examples (and this is plai n
in the text) . -- Finally, he sums up what has been said -- and this is als o
plain in the text .
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7

On the generation of winds
178. After determining about the sea, whose saltness is caused from an admixture of the dry earthy exhalation, the Philosopher subsequently determines abou t
the winds, which are caused by the same dry exhalation . And it is divide d
into two sections :
In the first he determines about the winds themselves, at 179 ;
In the second about certain phenomena caused from winds (c . 7) .
The first is divided into two parts :
In the first he determines about winds in general ;
In the second about the species of winds (c . 6) .
The first is divided into three parts :
In the first he determines about the generation of winds, at 179 ;
In the second about their local motion (L . 8) ;
In the third about their increase and abatement (L . 9) .
Regarding the first he does three things :
First, he lays down the principles of the generation of winds, at 179 ;
Secondly, he describes the manner of their generation, at 181 ;
Thirdly, he manifests what has been said, at 182 .
179. Regarding the first he does two things : first he assigns the material
principle of winds [185] and says that, since "spirits," i .e ., winds, are t o
be discussed, it is necessary to recall this principle, already enunciated ,
namely, that there are two kinds of exhalation : one, indeed, is the moist ,
which is called "vapor" ; the other is the dry, which, having no common name, i s
called "smoke" from one of its forms : for smoke is, strictly speaking, the dr y
exhalation of burning wood . Now these two exhalations are not so independen t
of each other that the moist is without the dry, and the dry without the mois t
-- rather they are denominated one or the other by that which is predominant i n
a given case .
180. Secondly [186], he mentions the efficient principle, which is the motio n
of the sun . And he says that when the sun in its course approaches a given re gion of the earth, its warmth elevates the moist ; as the sun recedes, thi s
raised vapor is condensed into water on account of the cold . This is why ther e
is more rain in winter than in summer, and more at night than during the day ,
although night-rains go unobserved because of sleep . The rain water is divide d
up in the earth and drunk in by it . In the earth much heat exists, caused b y
the action of the sun and other heavenly bodies . And the sun overhead, heatin g
the earth, not only draws aloft the moisture resting on the surface of th e
earth -- for example, the water of the sea, rivers and ponds -- but also drie s
out the earth itself and draws up the moisture drunk by the earth . Consequent ly the exhalation it produces from the moisture resting on the earth is calle d
"vapor," but the exhalation that results from its drying out the earth i s
called "smoke," just as in a parallel case, the exhalation from heated wood i s
called "smoke . "
181. Then [187] he determines the generation of winds and says that since exhalations are of two kinds, as has been said, one vaporous and one smoky, it i s
necessary that, from the sun's motion, both should come about . The one with
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more moisture is the source of rain water, as said above (which he says, becaus e
he had previously stated that some dry exhalation is mixed with it) ; but the dr y
exhalation is the source of winds .
182. Then [188] he manifests what has been said about the generation of winds .
About this he does three things :
First, he manifests it with an argument ;
Secondly, from what has been said, he excludes false opinions about winds ,
at 183 ;
Thirdly, he manifests this with signs, at 185 .
He says therefore first [188] that since exhalations are of two kinds, on ac count of the two sources from which they are derived, namely, earth and water ,
it is possible, even necessary, that the sun and the heat which environs th e
earth can cause the resolution of both exhalations .
183. Then [189] he dismisses false theories about the winds . First, the opinion of those who said that the natures of wind and of rain are the same . Thi s
he excludes by the fact that the effects of diverse things are themselve s
diverse : hence, since the exhalations differ on the basis of dry and moist, i t
is necessary that the nature of wind and of rain water be not the same, as som e
supposed who said that it is the same air which, when moved, is wind, and whe n
condensed, becomes water .
But as stated in On Generation, air has something of vapor and of smoke .
Its vapor is cold and moist and well-definable by its density ; and this belongs
to air in so far as it is moist . Thus also vapor, which is borne up fro m
water, is cold by its very nature, as also is unwarmed water : just as warme d
water remains cold according to nature, so also vapor . But smoke is hot an d
dry : because of the earth, it is dry ; because of fire, it is hot . Hence it i s
manifestly plain that the upper air, which is hot and moist, bears a likenes s
to both .
184. Secondly [190], he dismisses the false opinion as to its tenet that win d
is nothing more than air in motion . And he says that it is unacceptable fo r
anyone to suppose that the air which surrounds each of us is, when in motion ,
wind ; or that every movement occurring in air is wind ; just as also we do no t
suppose any water at all that flows, even if it be a large amount, to be a
river, but only when it flows from some determinate source, which is a sprin g
gushing from the earth . The same applies to winds : it is not a wind, if air ,
even in large amounts, is moved in some chance way, but only when it has as it s
source, as though its spring, a raised dry exhalation . Consequently, it is no t
true that air in motion is wind : both because sometimes a small amount of ai r
is in motion, and because it does not have a starting-point .
185. Then [191] he manifests through signs what has been said about the gener ation of winds . And it is divided into three parts according to the thre e
signs he gives :
The second part begins at 186 ;
The third part at 187 .
He says therefore first [191] that the phenomena attending winds and rain s
support what has been said about their generation . For because exhalations ar e
continually occurring, now more, now less, clouds producing rain, and winds are
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forever being generated according to the nature of the season : for according
to the varying condition of the season more occurs at one time and less at an other . And because more vaporous exhalation is sometimes lifted up and mor e
of the smoky at other times, depending on the diverse effects of the sun an d
stars, the consequence is that sometimes the years are more rainy and wet, an d
sometimes more windy and dry .
Now this happens in two ways : in one way, with respect to some whole con tinuous region, where at one time there are many rainstorms and at anothe r
many winds ; in another way, with respect to various parts . For sometimes in
one area of one region many rainstorms occur, and in another area of the sam e
region there is a great drought ; at other times the opposite occurs, namely ,
that the entire surrounding region has middling rain or even drought, while th e
other has an excessive rainfall . And he assigns the reason, saying that th e
cause of this is that it is reasonable that the same passion of dryness o r
dampness should extend often to a whole region, because places that are clos e
to one another have the same position in relation to the sun, which is th e
cause of rain or of winds -- unless one place happens to have a special char acteristic which changes its disposition, such as mountains or bodies of water .
But although it most frequently happens that an entire region shares the same
weather passion, yet it sometimes happens that one locality of a region has an
abundance of dry exhalation to generate winds, whereas another abounds in th e
moist to generate rains ; or the opposite happens, i .e ., a region that onc e
abounded in rain now abounds in wind .
The reason for this diversity is that both types of exhalation can cros s
over into the exhalation of a "had," i .e ., following [adjacent] region : for
example, the dry exhalation sometimes blows up a wind in the very region fro m
which it was elevated, but the moist exhalation is blown to a region next t o
the windy one ; while sometimes the moist exhalation may remain and the dr y
migrate . For, just as in the body of an animal the upper flatulence whic h
exhales from the stomach is in a condition contrary to the lower which exhale s
from the intestines, so, with respect to places, it happens that from th e
interchanging of exhalations, they undergo a certain counter-state, so tha t
while dryness prevails in the region from which the moist exhalation is trans ported, moisture abounds in the region to which it is carried .

186 .

Then at [192] he gives the second sign, and says that in the places i n
which it has rained, a wind often arises after the rain ; and conversely, th e
winds stop when it rains . And this occurs because of what has been said abou t
the sources of rain and winds, namely, that the one is from the dry exhalatio n
and the other from the moist . For when the rain has fallen and wet the earth ,
the dry exhalation, which is the stuff of winds, is once more exhalated from
the earth dried out by its own inherent warmth or by that of the sun above .
And this is the cause of winds occurring after rains : namely, since winds ar e
increased by the separation of such elevation from the earth . But they ceas e
because the vigor of heat once more separates the warm vapor from the earth ,
and it is elevated to a higher place where the cold condenses it and form s
rain -- which is the reason for rains occuring after winds . Rains not onl y
succeed winds but destroy them : for, when clouds are pushed together by a win d
into one place, the surrounding cold condenses them and water is generated ;
the water then cools and dampens the dry exhalation which was the stuff of th e
winds . Hence it is plain that flowing waters make winds cease, and that, whe n
they cease, the rain succeeds them, for the reasons given . And he takes thi s
as a sign that wind and rain come from contrary causes .
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187 .

Then [193] he gives a third sign that winds are generated from the dr y
exhalation . For this is the cause why winds blow mostly "from the Bear," i .e . ,
from the north (described as "from the Bear," because the two "bears," Bi g
and Little, circle closely around the North Pole) and from the south -- for i t
is a fact that most winds are boreal, i .e ., from the north, or austral, i .e . ,
from the south .
The reason for this is that the sun is not moved over those places but ap proaches them and then departs . The closest it gets to the north pole is th e
beginning of Cancer ; then it departs farther and farther, until it reaches th e
beginning of Capricorn, which is its maximum approach to the contrary pole ,
from which, departing once more, it cyclically returns to the beginning o f
Cancer . For this reason, these two points, namely, the beginnings of Cance r
and of Capricorn, are called "tropics," i .e ., turning-points : when the sun is
in the beginning of Cancer, the summer turn occurs ; when it is in the beginnin g
of Capricorn, the winter turn . Beyond these points the sun gets no closer t o
either pole . But it is always moving over the east and west . And therefore ,
in the places lateral to the sun's course many clouds gather, because, as th e
sun approaches, a moist exhalation is formed on account of the heat ; after th e
sun recedes to its opposite place, rains and wintry cold arise .
And so, depending on whether the sun is approaching the tropics or depart ing, summer and winter are produced, and water is raised aloft by evaporatio n
and once more descends . For when the sun in the heavens attains the beginnin g
of Cancer, our summer is produced, and an abundance of vapors are elevated o n
account of the heat produced by the nearness of the sun ; but when it comes t o
the beginning of Capricorn, cold and winter are produced for us, and many rain s
come, because of the distance of the sun from us . But the opposite is occur ring in that part of the earth situated at the other pole . Since in those re gions to the south and north the most water falls, the greatest amount of ex halation must also occur there, just as more smoke is produced from wood gree n
and damp than from dry . Hence, since an exhalation of that type is the sourc e
of winds, it is reasonable that more winds and the strongest ones blow from
the south and are called "austral," and from the north and are called "boreal . "
It should be noted that Aristotle here says that the south wind blows from
the other pole according to the opinions of others ; but later on he will giv e
the opposite as his own opinion and will assign a different cause of the vigor
of this wind .
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On the local motion of the winds
188. After determining about the generation of winds, the Philosopher no w
determines about their movement . About this he does two things :
First, he describes their movement, at 188 ;
Secondly, he inquires into the source of their movement, at 189 .
He says therefore first [194] that although the exhalation which is the principle of winds is lifted on high in a straight line, yet the motion of wind s
is not in a straight line : for the winds blow around the earth from one direc tion to the other, as from east to west, or vice versa . The cause of such a
course is that, as previously stated, the upper region of air is moved cir cularly according to the motion of the heaven ; and although winds do not blo w
in that upper air, as stated above, but in the lower air which is below the
altitude of the highest mountains, yet this air also participates somewhat i n
the motion of the higher, although this circling is not completed . From thi s
it comes about that the exhalations moving the air do not move it up or dow n
(which the subtlety of the warmed exhalation or the cold of the condensed see m
to demand) ; rather they move the air obliquely, as though the air were bein g
affected by both motions . Hence, a wind's course need not be always westward ,
as is the course of the heavens, but in a direction opposite to that of th e
exhalation imeplling it ; which impulsion, however, becomes oblique on accoun t
of the influence exerted by the movement of the heaven .
However, the fact that its obliqueness is caused by the motion of a heavenl y
body does not make the wind's motion unnatural . This is so both becaus e
motions caused in lower bodies by the heavenly body are called natural, thoug h
they may not be according to the nature of the lower body, as is plain in th e
ebb and flow of the sea -- since the lower bodies are by nature subject to th e
higher, and because whatever results in a thing from the cause of its genera tion is natural to it . Hence, since the agent cause of winds is the motion o f
the sun, as was said above, it follows that the obliqueness of the motion ,
since it is caused by the motion of the heaven, is natural to it .
189. Then [195] he inquires about the starting-point of the movement of th e
winds :
First, as to whence they begin their movement, at 189 ;
Secondly, as to how they proceed from that starting-point, at 190 .
He says therefore first [195] that because the course of a wind is not straigh t
up or down, but oblique, someone will wonder whence the starting-point of a
wind's movement is, whether from above or below . That the starting-point o f
the movement of winds is above, is manifested by the air itself, in which th e
wind's movement appears before the wind blows on earth . For if a cloud o r
mist is seen in the sky, it is seen to be moved by the wind already present i n
the air even before it manifestly reached the earth, as a wind having it s
source of movement from above . But because a wind is generated from the mas s
of dry exhalation resolved from the earth, it is plain that, although th e
source of its motion is from above, nevertheless the material principle of it s
generation is from below . The reason for this is that the motion of a win d
originates from that place toward which the elevated dry exhalation tends, just
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as rain begins to descend from the place whither the vapor has ascended . And
this is evident from the fact that the motion of a wind is more vigorous i n
places high above the earth ; moreover, since the exhalation in a straight lin e
is borne upwards, it is from there that the motion originates ; and in a plac e
more approaching that beginning, there is more of a chance for wind . However ,
it is plain that the principle of the generation of a wind is from the earth .
190 . Then [196] he shows how the winds come forth from their principle . An d
he says that just as the sources of rivers are collected together little b y
little from various sectors of the earth, so too a wind is gathered togethe r
bit by bit from exhalations that are blended together . And he manifests thi s
with two signs . One of these is that winds appear feeblest in the places i n
which they arise, but take on strength as they move along . The other sign i s
that, in northern regions, in winter there is calm and there are no borea l
winds there ; but as you leave those northern regions, the wind gradually in creases and becomes very strong .
Finally he summarizes what has been said -- and it is plain in the tex t
at [197] . But it should be noted that the winds which he here calls "Noti "
are the ones he above called "austral ."
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On the increase and diminishing of winds .
191. After determining about the generation and motion of winds, the Philosopher here determines concerning their increase and decrease . And it is divide d
into two parts :
In the first he determines about the decrease of winds, at 191 ;
In the second about their increase, at 193 .
About the first he does two things :
First, he shows how the sun is the cause of winds' diminishing ;
Secondly, he collects under one general heading the causes from whic h
winds happen to cease or diminish, at 192 .
He says therefore first [198] that just as the sun moves the winds, so also i t
makes them cease . For when exhalations are few and feeble, the heat of the su n
draws out what is more hot in the exhalation, absorbing it and dissolving th e
exhalations, just as a larger flame destroys a smaller one by consuming it s
matter . And so the winds cease . Moreover, the sun not only makes them ceas e
when already existing, but also prevents them from being formed : namely, when
by drying out the earth it anticipates the massing together of the exhalation ,
which is the matter of winds (and this happens especially in those seasons an d
places that are hot and dry) . It is as though, if someone should throw a smal l
bit of fuel into a large fire, the strength of the fire were to dry out th e
moisture in the fuel before smoke could issue forth from it .
Therefore the sun both makes winds to cease by consuming the material alread y
collected, and prevents them from forming by quickly drying out the earth .
That is why, around Orion's rising, i .e ., before the time when the constellation of Orion begins to appear, coming out from under the sun's rays, durin g
the time of summer's heat, a great calm from the winds prevails in the air ,
until the "Etesiae," which are the annual winds that are accustomed to blo w
annually in the summer, and the "prodromes," i .e ., the "forerunners" -- becaus e
certain winds sometimes arrive before the Etesiae, due to suitable matter' s
being sometimes quickly prepared .
192. Then [199] he brings together the causes of winds' ceasing and says tha t
a calm due to the absence of winds comes about from two causes : either fro m
great cold quenching the warmness that resolves exhalations, as happens at th e
time of a sharp frost -- since it has been said above that frost is prevente d
by winds, and therefore, when there is great cold and frost, there are n o
winds ; or from excessive heat, which chokes and quenches the exhalation, as wa s
said above . But even in intermediate seasons, i .e ., between periods of maxi mum heat and maximum cold, there are very many calms : either when an exhalation
has not yet been formed after heat and cold no longer block them, or when som e
exhalation has already been formed and has passed, and another has not ye t
come, after winds have been generated from the one now past .
193. Then [200] he determines about the increase of winds .
First, about the increase which accompanies the rising of Orion, at 193 ;
Secondly, about the increase occurring after the rising of the Dog Star,194 .
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He says therefore first [200] that the configuration of Orion in its rising an d
setting, i .e ., when it begins to appear and when it begins to disappear, i s
"undiscerning," i .e ., intolerable, and "difficult," i .e ., has severe and storm y
winds . Nor is this contrary to his previous statement, for, before the risin g
of Orion, there is calm, but in the period of its rising and setting there i s
stormy weather . The cause of this is that its rising occurs when summer i s
changing to fall, and its setting when fall is changing to winter . Both times ,
i .e ., that of its rising and that of its setting, cover a number of days be cause of the constellation's size, which does not appear all at once and dis appear all at once . But when seasons are changing, many disturbances occur ,
for when a season is not determined to one, it inclines now in one direction ,
now to its contrary . That is why many rains and winds are produced on accoun t
of the exhalations .
194. Then [201] he determines about the increase of wind after the rising o f
the Dog Star . About this he does three things :
First, he proposes the proposition, at 194 ;
Secondly, he assigns the cause, at 195 ;
Thirdly, he raises a doubt on this point, at 197 .
He says therefore first [201] that the "Etesiae," i .e ., certain annual winds ,
blowing, as it were, always at the same time, blow after the "conversions, "
i .e ., after the summer solstice -- and not only right after the solstice, but
also after the rising of the Dog Star . This is so because they do not blo w
when the sun is most close to us, namely, in the first turning [solstice] ,
i .e ., in the beginning of Cancer, nor when it is far away, as for example, whe n
it is in the southern signs . Moreover, the Etesiae blow by day but stop a t
night .
195. Then [202] he assigns the cause of the aforesaid . First, why it is that
the Etesiae blow during the day, and particularly in the morning and aroun d
evening . And he says that when the sun is closest, it dries out any moistur e
from which wind material might be assembled, if it could be resolved ; but whe n
it recedes a bit, then an exhalation is resolved in a moderate amount ; the
heat, likewise, is moderate, so that frozen waters liquefy ; and the earth, be ing dried both by the sun's heat and by its own inherent warmth, begins t o
swell, as it were, and, as the resolved moisture accumulates, to exhale -- an d
in this way winds are generated .
196. Secondly [203], he shows why the Etesiae abate at night and says that th e
reason this happens is that the night cold freezes the liquefying humors, s o
that the exhalation stops . For it is plain that neither does what is froze n
exhale, nor what is dry, having no moisture, but the dry which has moisture ex hales when heated . Consequently, the Etesiae do not blow either when the su n
is nearest us on account of the drying : nor at night, on account of the freez ing . However, there is another explanation that could be given, namely, tha t
at night the sun is most distant from us and therefore cannot lift exhalations .
197. Then [204] he raises a doubt about what was just determined . About thi s
he does three things :
First, he raises the doubt, at 197 ;
Secondly, he solves it, at 198 ;
Thirdly, he dismisses something seemingly contrary to the solution (L . 10) .
He says therefore first [204] that some wonder why the north winds blow as the y
do continuously after the summer solstice, while the "Noti," i .e ., the sout h
winds, do not blow the same way after the winter solstice . For it seems that
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just as after the sun's approach to the north pole, winds blow from there, s o
after its approach to the opposite pole, winds should blow from the opposit e
direction .
198 . Then [205] he solves this problem and says that at the correspondin g
season, winds do blow, called the "leuconoti," so called because they blow i n
fair weather (leucos in Greek means "white") ; but since they do not blow uninterruptedly, as do the Etesiae from the north -- and therefore, because latent ,
it is the fact of their not being noticed that causes the present problem . No w
the cause why they do not blow continuously is this : the north wind blows from
places under the arctic pole where abound water and snow, which are melted b y
the sun more after the summer solstice than in the beginning of the turning ,
although the sun is then closest to us ; and that is why it is after and no t
during the summer solstice that the Etesiae blow . Similarly, the greates t
stifling heat occurs, not when the sun is nearest us in the north, but th e
greater heat comes later, because of the continuing of the warming process ove r
a long time .
For first, when the sun approaches the tropic, it finds matter disposed ,
then, beginning to dominate it little by little, it imprints its effect mor e
after it begins to recede, but while it is nevertheless still near . That i s
why after the rising of the Dog Star, i .e ., during the dog-days, there is mor e
heat than before the solstice, or during it . Water and snow melt more the n
also ; for which reason more exhalations occur and more winds blow then . But i t
is true that at the solstice, when the sun is nearer, it causes more drying ,
as he said above, and disposes the matter more for exhalation ; but the greate r
exhalation occurs after the rising of the Dog Star, and it is then that th e
Etesiae blow without interruption . And similarly, after the winter solstic e
the "ornithiae" blow (so called from a bird or hen), because they blow as som e
constellation of the "Bird" rises, just as the Etesiae blow after the risin g
of the Dog Star . (The "ornithiae" are the winds he previously called "leuconoti .") And he says that the Ornithiae are weak, because they are minor wind s
and blow later than the Etesiae : for they begin to blow on the seventieth da y
after the winter solstice, as though around the beginning of spring .
The reason for this is that the sun is more remote and less strong, so that i t
does not totally heat that region (from which the south winds blow) and enabl e
exhalations to be lifted up to form winds . And the reason why they do not blo w
continuously is this : certain moistures, that are on the surface of the earth
and are weak, exhale from that region of the earth, the sun being at a distance ,
but from these a continuous wind cannot be generated ; the other moistures, bein g
more frozen, need a greater heat, before they vaporize, whereas the heat whic h
the sun then affords is slight, because it is so far away . That is why thos e
winds do not blow continuously, but in fits, until the Etesiae blow again fro m
the north after the summer solstice : for these northern winds are better suite d
for continuous blowing, for the cause stated above .
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The south wind not from the antarctic but from the summer tropic .
199. Because in solving the foregoing doubt the Philosopher had posited tha t
the south winds do not blow uninterruptedly after the winter solstice, as d o
the northern winds after the summer solstice, and because the reason he as signed supposed that southern winds do not blow from regions of much water an d
snow (which would be false, if the south wind should blow from the other pole ,
where there is also an abundance of such matter, as has been said above), h e
therefore now intends to show that the south wind does not blow from the othe r
pole but from a place under the summer tropic . About this he does three things :
First, he proposes what he intends, at 199 ;
Secondly, he outlines the disposition of the habitable earth, to enable on e
to better understand what he intends, at 200 ;
Thirdly, he manifests what he proposes, at 202 .
He says therefore first [206] that the south wind blows toward us "from the
summer turning," i .e ., from the place under the summer tropic, namely, unde r
Cancer, and not "from the other Bear," i .e ., from the other pole, conceale d
from us . He uses this terminology because the arctic pole, which is visible t o
us, is the one around which the constellations of the Bear, Big and Little ,
rotate .
200.

Then [207] he shows the disposition of the habitable earth .

First, he shows that the shape of the habitable earth is as a drum, at 200 ;
Secondly, he dismisses a contrary opinion which some held, at 201 .
He says therefore first [207] that there are two zones that can be inhabited :
one toward the upper, arctic, pole, in which we live ; the other, toward th e
opposite pole, south of us, just as our habitable area is south to them . Bu t
whether that land is inhabited, he leaves unclarified . The shape, however, o f
both areas resembles a drum . How this is to be imagined must be gathered fro m
the facts he gives .
For it is plain that a certain portion of the heavenly sphere is always visible to us, namely, from the arctic pole to a zone which is less and less th e
:loser one gets to the opposite pole . Another portion of the heaven is foreve r
invisible to us, namely, from the opposite pole to a certain amount, whose siz e
increases the closer one gets to the arctic pole . Midway between the two pole s
is the equinoctial circle [equator] intersected by the Zodiac declining towar d
each region . Where, therefore, the Zodiac declines most from the equinoctia l
circle toward the arctic pole is the summer tropic, i .e ., the beginning of
Cancer ; where it declines most toward the pole invisible to us is the winte r
tropic, i .e ., the beginning of Capricorn .
This, then, is the third region of the heavenly sphere, namely, the on e
between-the two tropics . Two other parts are considered : one between the summer tropic and that which is always visible to us, and the one between th e
winter tropic and that which is hidden to us of the heaven . And because the
whole earth is spherical, and located in the center of the heavenly sphere, i t
is necessary that under each part of the heavenly sphere there be considere d
individual parts of the terrestrial sphere . Let A mark the terrestrial poin t
under the arctic pole ; let B mark the point under the limit of the part alway s
visible to us ; let C represent the point under the summer tropic ; let D mark
the point under the winter tropic, let E represent the point under the limit o f
the part always hidden ; let F mark the point under the antarctic pole, and Z
the point in the center of the earth . Now draw straight lines from the center
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of the earth, Z, to B and to C . [The lines ZB and ZC] form two angles with a
line drawn on the surface of the earth, which angles he here calls "cones . "
Because the line on the surface of the earth is curved -- for the earth i s
spherical -- it is plain that the two aforesaid lines [ZB and ZC] produce th e
figure of a drum, cutting the surface of the earth in a non-circular figure .
This is what he [Aristotle] says : "Such a shape," i .e ., "that of a drum," fo r
the inhabitable earth,"is cut out by two lines proceeding from the center o f
it," i .e ., of the earth, "and they form two cones," i .e ., two angles, with a
line traced under the surface of the earth, "the base of one angle being th e
tropic," i .e ., having its base in the tropic point, "and the base of the other ,
the ever visible," i .e ., the other angle is at the limit of the part of th e
heavens always visible ; "the vertex, however," i .e ., the top of the triangle
ZBC, whose base is BC, "is produced in middle of the earth," i .e ., in the
center .
In the same way, in the other direction, toward the lower pole, two line s
cut that part, drawn, namely, from the center to D and E .
And these two are the only zones that are habitable . For the zone betwee n
the two tropics seems uninhabitable because of the immense heat, as the su n
passes, as it were, directly over it and over the tops of the heads of the in habitants, if it should be inhabited . As for the other two zones, under th e
part of the heaven always visible and under that always hidden from us, nea r
both poles, these are uninhabitable because of the immense cold, due to dis tance of the sun .
That the zone beyond [i .e ., below] the summer tropic is not inhabited, h e
shows from the fact that, if it were, it would not be true that for all me n
living toward the arctic pole, shadows fall toward the north . For if the su n
should sometimes be between them and the north, a shadow would fall sometime s
towards the south . But if anyone lived beyond [below] the summer tropic, to ward the arctic pole, then, when the sun is in the summer tropic, it would b e
between them and the arctic pole ; hence a shadow would fall for them toward th e
south . But it is not found in inhabitable regions either that a shadow disap pear or shift to the south . For there is no shadow where the sun is directl y
overhead, so that no shadow can be produced in any direction, while a shado w
falls to the south in places where the sun declines more to the north . And h e
says that such places are uninhabitable, because even though someone shoul d
live there on account of some favorable combination of waters or mountains, ye t
such dwellings are rare and oppressive .
Just as these places are uninhabitable on account of the excessive heat, s o
the regions under the constellation of the Bear [which is the part of the heave n
always visible to us] are uninhabitable on account of the cold caused by the su n
being far away . Hence that part of the earth in which we live is between th e
two circles, i .e ., between the one that passes through the summer tropic and th e
one which bounds that part of the heaven always visible to us . And this i s
plainly evident from the fact that the constellation of the Crown, which, in deed, is between both these circles, appears directly over our heads, when i t
is in the "meridian" circle, i .e ., in the circle that passes through the pole s
of the world and the point directly overhead .
201 . Then [208] he dismisses a false theory upheld by some . And he says tha t
the foregoing account shows how ridiculous they are who describe the inhabite d
earth as circular : for such a thing is seen to be impossible, both according t o
reason and according to evident signs . For reason shows that the inhabited por tion of earth is limited to a width, bounded on one side by a zone uninhabitabl e
on account of the heat, and on the other by a zone uninhabitable on account of
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the cold . But along its length a circle could be joined, in such a way tha t
all the aforesaid area would be inhabited, on account of the temperate climate ;
for no excess of heat and cold is found in the directions of east and west - according to which the earth's length is measured -- but only according t o
width, which is reckoned according to the distance from the pole to the equi noctial circle [equator], since, on a surface the greater dimension is calle d
the length, and the smaller one the width, and from east to west there i s
designated a whole semicircle, while from the arctic pole to the equator, a
quarter part of a circle .
It is reasonable also that a distance to east and west should not cause dif ferences of heat and cold, because this does not produce a greater or lesse r
approach to the sun's path as is produced by distance in latitude . Hence, i f
the mass of the sea did not somewhere prevent it, the whole course from wes t
to east, and again from east to west, would be traversable, since the whol e
appears temperate . However, we find the earth inhabited only in a semicircula r
zone running from east to west ; the extent of the sea preventing our access t o
the other semicircle . Thus does reasoning sufficiently show that the habitabl e
surface of the earth is not circular or spherical .
And this is also made evident from manifest signs based on sea and lan d
journeys : there is a great difference in quantity between longitude and lati tude ; consequently, the surface area that is habitable is not in the shape o f
a sphere . That there is such a great difference is plain : for from the Pillar s
of Hercules, which are at the final confines of Spain, as though at the las t
border of the west, to the Tanais in India, the distance (which is longitude )
exceeds in size the distance from the last borders of Ethiopia to the extrem e
regions of Scythia (which is the latitude of our habitable earth), by a rati o
of more than 5 to 3. If anyone were to analyze sea and land voyages in th e
proper way, he would have no doubt about these distances .
But the habitable earth has the following differences respecting longitude
and latitude -- for we know that all of the inhabitable area of the earth ac cording to latitude is inhabited up to the uninhabitable areas, which are not
inhabited either on account of the cold or on account of the heat ; but this is
not so of the longitude, because the area around the Indian limit to the east ,
and that around the Pillars of Hercules to the west, do not seem to be able t o
be conjoined so as to return in another direction, making the whole of thi s
portion of the earth continuously habitable, because access is forbidden by th e
sea . That is why we cannot know whether people live there or not .
202 . Then at [209] he proves his proposition about the source of the south wind .
About this he does three things :
First, he shows that the south wind does not blow from the other pole ;
Secondly, that it does not blow from the winter tropic, but from the summe r
tropic, at 203 ;
Thir :-'.iy, he accounts for the vehemence of the south wind, at 204 .
He says therefore first [209] that just as the area of the earth in which w e
live is related to tae arctic pole, so must some other be related to the opposite pole . Hence the blowing of winds in that area must be analogous to thei r
blowing here . t enee just as the north wind blows from the arctic pole, so a
wind must blow„ rom the opposite pole (which he calls "the other Bear") . But
the wind which blows from the other pole cannot reach to here, because the nort h
wind not only cannot reach the other inhabitable part of the earth, but it can-
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not even reach all of our habitable area : for the north wind is "apogeious, "
and cannot advance very far . But since our habitable area is to the north ,
very many north winds blow upon us ; but just as many north and south wind s
blow here, so beyond the Sea of Libya, which is to the south, blow many eas t
and west winds . Consequently, it is plain that the south wind does not blo w
from the other pole .
203. Then [210] he shows that it does not blow from the winter tropic, becaus e
if the south wind blew from the winter tropic, there would have to be anothe r
wind blowing from the summer tropic, since those two places proportionately
correspond . But this does not happen : for only one wind blows on us from tha t
direction . For this reason it is necessary that the south wind is a wind blow ing from the summer tropic, where the region is torrid .
204. Then [211], because he had previously assigned the cause of the vehemenc e
of the north and south wind by assuming that they blew from the opposite poles ,
according to the opinion of others, which he has just assailed, therefore h e
now gives the true cause of the south wind's vehemence according to his ow n
opinion .
He says, therefore, that, although in that region, i .e ., under the summe r
tropic, there is a scarcity of smoking matter in comparison to the pole, be cause the nearness of the sun forbids the presence of much water or "pastures, "
i .e ., grassy and moist places from which Etesiae, i,e ., continuous winds can
arise, yet that region is so vast that it receives from various localities a
collection of material suitable for a south wind, which wind is stabler an d
stronger than the north wind, on account of the size of the places from whic h
its abundant matter has been collecting for a long time . As a consequence ,
this wind can last longer and reach t-.c.e plate of the north wind, more than the
north wind can reach there, i .e ., the place of the south wind .
Here the exposition of St . Thomas terminates .

